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Preface
This book was created to help guide humanity onto the path of ascension and to help the spiritual
being Earth with her request of carrying as many people as possible with her into the fourth
dimension. The Ascension Guide highlights the most important ascension information which I have
found over the last ten years of my research. You will not find this package of information together
anywhere else. Each chapter provides you with the most important information for you to know and
apply concerning the particular subject. Due to the vast amount of information found in The
Ascension Guide and the possible overwhelming “jolt” it can bring to your consciousness it is
recommended that you spend several days or even a week meditating on each chapter before you
move on. If you were to read several chapters all at once it could be too much to digest at one given
moment. Take your time and enjoy getting to know each chapter this way you will remain grounded
and gradually increase your consciousness. Each chapter will direct you to specific books and
websites which delve deeper into the material. It is also recommended to take your time with each
book and website and not read more than one at a time. It is best to pace yourselves. Please keep in
mind that it took me ten years to find and incorporate the information in this book into my
consciousness. Over the last ten years I have gradually learned the information in each chapter
clearly progressing in stages. Due to there being very little time before December 21/12/2012, the
date on which the current cycle of duality ends and the spiritual being Earth ascends into the fourth
dimension, you will be able to benefit greatly from The Ascension Guide by saving great amounts
of time researching and focus instead on incorporating all of the most important ascension material
and especially meditations into your lives. At the end of the book you will find the Daily Ascension
Meditations chapter. This chapter is a collection of short meditations and recommends a routine
which will help you ascend. By delving deeper into each chapters subject matter you will only
benefit more. Please do not feel that you have to apply all the meditations which a particular chapter
provides or read all the material it has to offer. Follow your own intuition, apply and delve deeper
into the subject matter which you feel most drawn to. Everyone's ascension path is slightly
different, you must progress at a your own pace and not place any expectations on yourself. Go with
the flow..... There is of course much more ascension material to be found. Ascension material not
covered in this book does not in any way mean that it is not of  importance. I have come to the
conclusion that there is simply a vast amount of ascension material to be found and it is truly
impossible to research and apply it all. The Ascension Guide covers what I feel to be the corner
stones of ascension material. Each of these corner stones will in time lead you to all other ascension
material to be found. The most important aspect of the ascension times we are in is spiritual
preparedness. Staying steadfast in the Light will keep you balanced. When the monumental changes
start and many shocking truths are revealed you will be spiritually prepared and stay balanced.

I would like to thank all the authors for giving their permission to use their material in The
Ascension Guide. In today's age it is very rare for so many different sources to allow their
copyrighted material to be used. This book is a tribute to them, you the authors of this Divine
material. It would truly have been impossible for me to have written about all the different topics in
my own words. I am not an expert on any subject matter found in The Ascension Guide. I am
however an expert at finding the most important ascension information available. For these reasons
I felt it would be most appropriate that the authors express themselves in their own words. This
would also allow each author's energy to carry over directly to you the reader. By feeling this
energy you will begin to be drawn toward the information which most resonates with you.

The Ascension Guide was meant for everybody. For people just starting to learn about ascension to
people who are already very far advanced. It has something to offer everyone. I hope you enjoy
your journey through The Ascension Guide and be assured that it will take you closer to Heaven.

The good news about the ascension times we are in is that Heaven is coming to us!!!
xi



Introduction
In The Ascension guide you will learn about the 13 Moon Natural Time Calendar by Skytime
which is natures true calendar. The 12 month Gregorian calendar is an artificial calendar/construct
created to cut you and your consciousness off from the synchronistic rhythms of nature. By
studying and following the 13 Moon Natural Time Calendar you will be connecting yourself with
the rhythms of the Universe and become harmonized and balanced. You will also accomplish this
by listening to music which is the literal musical translation of the 13 Moon Natural Time Calendar
which will recalibrate your body's genome with cosmic frequencies that will harmonize your DNA
with the Milky Way and will lead to the activation of your Body of Light. This music will also
activate dormant brain cells and capabilities. It will prompt the brain to rewire itself, upgrade your
nervous system and immune system while expanding your consciousness.

You will learn about the Guardian Alliance and the Galactic Federation, a group of benevolent
extraterrestrials who have been involved in the Earth's and humanities evolution since Earth's
beginnings. They will help to restore the Earth to her pristine condition and provide for all of the
worlds needs in the very near future. The Guardian Alliance will inform you about the process of
ascension and bioregensises techniques which will propel you onto the ascension path. You will be
able to follow the almost daily channeled messages from the Galactic Federation which will ignite
your soul with hope and awe.

You will also be able to follow the channeled messages from Matthew, a dear soul who resides in
the dimension of Nirvana and communicates with his mother Suzy Ward here on Earth. You will
become privileged to be informed on exactly what is happening here on Earth directly from Heaven.
The channeled messages and teachings of Archangel Michael through Ronna Herman are also yours
to discover. They will inform you about the Angelic Realm and your potential here on Earth of
becoming a Master, scripting your own destiny and achieving ascension. Channeled music from the
Archangel Metatron through Earl B Hall is presented and will help your ascension process
tremendously. The website www.activateyourdna.com will also provide you with conscious
evolution through multidimensional music and sound which will help you to understand your DNA
and DNA activation in greater detail.

You will learn about Angel Essences and the essences provided by Saint Germain which will
surround you in an aura of Light that draws the angelic realm closer to you. Saint Germain will also
provide The Elixir Of Life. This Elixir works as an accelerator and allows the physical body to hold
more Light and higher frequencies.

Moldivate, a green meteoric gemstone, the most powerful of all gemstones will be within your
grasp. Said to be the rarest gemstone on Earth and the actual stone of the Holy Grail which many
people have sought after throughout history. Moldavite will bless you with its powers of
transformation and propel you onto your ascension path no matter how advanced you already are.

The Harmonizer, created by the late Slim Spurling, will show you how you can help the Earth
ascend and how you can harmonize the entire region where you live with frequencies of love and
peace. The Harmonizer will lower levels of pollution in the air and in the water, reduce crime rates,
enhance the growth of vegetation and will start to harmonize and transform your region. The largest
of Harmonizers, the Storm Chaser, will show you how you can reduce the intensity of severe
weather and even that of hurricanes.

Instructions will be given on how you can build your own orgone cones which neutralize deadly
orgone energy. Deadly orgone energy, opposed to positive orgone energy, is created when the
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invisible life force energy which surrounds and  permeates everything, traditionally referred to as
etheric energy, ki, prana or chi is agitated and killed off by electromagnetic pollution which greatly
hinders yours and that of the Earths ascension. Orgone cones will collect and then transform deadly
orgone energy into positive orgone energy which will fill your home and surrounding area with
uplifting vibrations which aid in the ascension process.

You will learn about the Mushaba Force. This force is the actual force used in the creation of our
universe. The Mushaba Force website will inform you about a black extraterrestrial race who have
contributed to the total evolution of humanity. They will guide you on how to use and harness the
Mushaba Force for your ascension and for the accomplishment of anything which is good.

The truth about crop circles will be made clear. Through the teachings of Judith Moore you will
learn that crop circles are here to help activate not only your soul and physical DNA but also that of
the Earths. Crop circles will assist you in activating your Divine potential.

The power of mantras have not been clearly understood throughout history. In the Ascension Guide
you will fully understand their creative power that will bring you to spiritual enlightenment. As the
www.divinepowers.org website simply states, “your outer world is governed by your inner world,
so Divine powers that are generated inside of you will start making all positive events happen in
your life in the outer world”.

The power and intelligence of the Sun will be revealed to you by CHAU NAU through his book It's
Time To Get In Touch. As you begin to see the truth about the Sun your consciousness will be taken
to new heights. If you chose to purchase CHAU NAU's book you will never be the same. You will
also begin to incorparate God into your daily life as something physically, naturally, scientifically
familiar. A most vital book to acquire if you wish to know the truth God wants you to know.

You will learn about the synchronistic Master Numbers which Heaven sends to you on a daily basis
to get your attention. People who are aware often see repeating sets of numbers in their lives, 222,
555 or 777. They grab our attention but we often do not grasp their specific meaning. Gillian
Macbeth-Louthan has channeled the meaning of these numbers and they will open your eyes to the
messages Heaven is sending you.

Aulterra, an organic compound derived from a rare crystalline rock found in only two known sites
in the world, harmonises and balances the energy meridians of the body. Aulterra helps to restore
optimal energy flow through the chakra centers, promoting body, mind, and spirit integration while
activating DNA.

And finally, you will be blessed to learn that there is indeed a simple cure for all diseases. Jim
Humble's Miracle Mineral Supplement has been document to have cured 75,000 cases of malaria in
Africa. Tens of thousands of people world wide have been cured from deadly diseases. You will be
able to follow a simple detoxification program which will purify your body, allowing the ascension
frequencies to pass through you harmoniously. This is just one of the many miracles the ascension
times will bless you with.

You may look forward to discovering all this information in the Ascension Guide. As mentioned,
The Ascension Guide has something to offer everyone. From people who are already very learned
in the ascension process and the times we are in to people who are just starting to awaken. I wish
you blessings and magic which shall truly be yours when you read The Ascension Guide. For
readers who are just awakening to the times we are in be assured that you will never be the same
and a new reality will open up for you.
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What To Expect Before And After 2012
What you are about to read is only my understanding of the ascension times we are in. I have come
to this understanding through my research/spiritual journey of the last ten years. This chapter is
only my formulated opinion. After reading The Ascension Guide you to might come to this same
understanding. What is most important is that you form your own understanding about the
information presented to you.

“At the end of 2012 a phenomenal celestial event will take place remarkably effecting all life on
Earth. Our Sun will be in perfect alignment with the dark or great rift at the core of the Milky Way.
This alignment is facilitating a great shift in human and planetary evolution. This shift is commonly
refereed to as the ascension.” Michaele de Cygne; www.artofpop.com/radiant/

Although there are many apocalyptic visions for the times we are in generated by different
religious texts and groups I can assure you that the world will not become worse off then how we
find it today. On the contrary, the world will only become increasingly better and will actually lead
to Heaven on Earth. However, December 21 2012 provides a unique opportunity for all people who
live to see this date to decide their own fate. Which fate they or you decide depends upon the vision
which you hold and this is created by the level of your consciousness. December 21 2012 can best
be described as the sorting out of humanity based upon their level of consciousness and can be
translated into the amount of Light their bodies have incorporated.

On December 21 2012 a window of opportunity to change the world from a state of chaos to one of
harmony will close. However, the secret is that God/Creator has already decreed that a world of
harmony shall commence. The Earth is moving into the higher dimensions or better said a new area
in space with a higher vibratory rate of energy which is the source of global warming and will level
off in the near future. All current matter/people/energy which is not up to speed so to speak, with
the vibratory rate of the new energy field the Earth is moving into will not be able to continue their
journey much further into the higher dimensions. They may only travel along with the Earth for
three years perhaps twelve or thirty years or even two hundred years. December 21 2012 could be
seen as a finish line however you have to cross this finish line “under a certain time” and this
requires effort. Life on Earth after December 21 2012 will continue on and will be dramatically
different from today. For those who are in harmony with the ascension process life will become
eternal on this planet or any other planet for that matter in due time. You should not therefore expect
to see dramatic changes to the Earth or it's population before or on December 21 2012. By this I
mean that you will not see a great rapture or billions of people dying due to upheavals of nature. As
mentioned December 21 2012 is a finish line. Before this date people will have to make a choice, be
part of the ascension process, a process of accepting higher truths, understandings and living in the
Light or stay ridged in their beliefs and not evolve.

Every person on this Earth will be informed about ascension and be given the time to apply and
prepare themselves if they so chose. People who do not wish to ascend into the higher vibrations of
the fourth dimension and instead wish to stay in the lower vibrations of the 3rd dimension, the
dimension of duality and reincarnation, are not in anyway making the wrong choice. Ascension is in
reality an eternal process and all will reach the same level of consciousness at some point, some
sooner than others but all at the right time. They will ascend with the next ascension cycle.

Between now and December 21 2012 the dark forces will be removed from their seat of power in all
arenas by United States Federal Authorities and their global allies. By dark forces I am referring to a
well organized group of corrupt and sinister individuals who have been secretly controlling all
aspects of human civilization and indeed history. I do not need to be more specific for everyone will
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learn about the dark forces in the very near future. By delving deeper into the subject matter of
certain chapters in The Ascension Guide on your own you will learn more about them as well. The
first indication of this change was the election of Barack Obama who is a soul filled with Light and
will be the main initiator of the positive changes to come. Although it might not seem that he is
living up to this states at the moment you have to bare with him. Through Divine powers he has
landed in the midst of the dark forces in order to dismantle them and he must be very strategic in his
moves. The dark forces have always prevented positive changes in all arenas from flourishing. With
their removal we will see free energy technology replacing fossil fuels, cures for all diseases and the
complete development of the third world. We will also see the implementation of a new economic
system termed NESARA which will bring peace, worldwide prosperity and international economic
benefits. NESARA is in short the Divine plan for planet Earth.

The most important knowledge which has been withheld from humanity by the dark forces is the
existence of highly evolved extraterrestrial civilizations and their long history with Earth. These
extraterrestrial civilizations of the Light have on many occasions contacted world governments but
have been turned away and threatened from contacting humanity by the sinister dark forces which
also include extraterrestrials with dark orientations. With the removal of the dark forces the path
will be cleared for the Galactic Federation to openly help humanity take a quantum leap forward.
They will bring with them all the tools necessary to restore the Earth to her pristine condition and
will provide technologies to help improve all facets of life. From transportation (including
teleportation), medicines, building materials, food production ect.. All the worlds needs, especially
those of the third world, will be cared for and life on Earth will truly become harmonious (at
www.disclosureproject.org you can read about the efforts for official disclosure).By this point all of
humanity will have been informed about the ascension process and it will be up to each person to
decide what fate they would like to embrace. However, the amount of Light they have incorporated
into their bodies/souls/energy before December 21 2012 will determine how far they can journey
into the higher dimensions. Two years, ten years perhaps twenty five years or two hundred years it
all depends on how much Light they have incorporated into your bodies before December 21 2012.

I do not know how much Light this has to be, in essence it is about your intentions, vision and the
path you seek to ascend. Living in Godly ways, spreading love and raising your consciousness
helps greatly. Meditations which draw the Light to you help prepare your body and mind.

“Receiving light is as simple as living a “good life”. Being kind, caring, honorable, trustworthy,
truthful, helpful, joyful, generous, hopeful, compassionate, cheerful, optimistic, pleaseant and
having an open mind. The positive emotions and characteristics that make life meaningful and
fulfilling carry the high vibrations of light....”(www.matthewbooks.com)

In short, if you wish to ascend you must increase the frequency/vibrational rate of your
body/energy. You must harness the Light/higher dimensional frequencies which are being projected
to us and absorbed by the Earth.

This is why the information in The Ascension Guide is so important. What lies after
December 21 2012 therefore is either another cycle of reincarnation in the 3rd dimension of duality
or a continuing journey into the blissful 4th dimension of Light. However, how gradually or swiftly
these changes will occur before and after December 21 2012 nobody can accurately say. This
greatly depends upon the level of humanities consciousness. All positive changes in the world
happen because of advanced spiritual understandings in the collective consciousness. The level of
consciousness and spiritual clarity of humanity is the foundation for all of these positive changes to
come.
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By learning the information in The Ascension Guide and by applying the meditations presented in
the Daily Ascension Meditations chapter at the end of the book you will be raising your
consciousness and increasing your frequency rate (vibration) to a level sufficient for ascension. You
will also be helping to increase the level of Earth's collective consciousness. This will help to
manifest the positive changes to come more swiftly.

It is recommended to immediately start following the Elvea neuro-audiovisual program while
reading The Ascension Guide, for a 26 day period. A dynamic brain stimulation program based on
the Mayan Tzolkin calendar, which will activate dormant brain cells and capabilities. It prompts the
brain to rewire itself, upgrades your DNA, nervous system and immune system while expanding
your consciousness. This program can be found on the www.darkmother.com website under the
“Elvea Life Enhancement Systems” link (scroll down to the 10th cd) After this program start
listening to the Rebirth cd, also for a 26 day period. This cd can be found under the “Products” link.
It will be the 5th cd on the right of the screen. Also immediately start practicing The Maharic Shield
meditation found on page 76 twice daily. These cd's and meditation will dramatically increase your
body's ability to process and utilize Light/radiant energy, which will increase your vibration to a
level necessary for ascension. This way you will be directly starting your ascension while reading
the book. When you reach the Daily Ascension Meditations chapter at the end of the book ,which
might take several weeks or months, you will already be well on your way to ascension. Once you
start practicing the complete list of ascension meditations found in chapter 22 you will start the next
level. However, before this it is important that you grasp exactly what each meditation entails and
this can only be accomplished by reading The Ascension Guide in it's entirety.

Science shows us that we use less than 10% of our brains. We therefor have a limited consciousness
and only perceive a fraction of the real world out there. Science also shows that 90% of our DNA is
inactive and is called “Junk DNA”. It is time we upgrade ourselves. We can activate the rest of our
brain power and we can activate the rest of our DNA. Just imagine the Angelic Beings we would
and will become. Follow chapter 22s Daily Ascension Meditations and you will start to activate
your Angelic Self.
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The Story Behind The MATTHEW BOOKS

THE EVENING OF APRIL 17, 1980, Suzanne (Suzy) Ward was packing for her next
day's business trip when she received the call from Panama that changed her life: Her 17-
year-old son Matthew had died after a vehicle crash that day.

The loss of a child has such an immeasurable impact upon the family
that Suzy's preoccupation with Matthew's death would not be
considered quite unusual. The direction she took in trying to cope with
her grief, however, might be considered that. She called a medium
with whom she had become friendly three years before, when they
had lived in the same city, and asked about her son. The medium told
her that he was in "deep rest"; she would receive an unmistakable
sign when he was ready to send her a message, and when that time
came, she would be led to a trustworthy medium.

THE SIGN CAME ALMOST NINE MONTHS
LATER in her first dream about Matthew since his
death, and in the months that followed, she learned
first of a medium in Virginia, then one in Maryland,
and later another, in Delaware. None of them knew
each other and none asked Suzy anything except
her son's name. Yet all accurately described
Matthew's physical appearance and personality;
they told her the cause of his death and the ease of
his transition. They talked about his new interests
and activities, sometimes with a progress report on

educational pursuits or piano lessons. And they gave her explicit information about her
own life, even details that she alone knew. They could tell her all of these things because
they were merely passing on to her what Matthew was telling them -- the love between
him and his mother was the inseparable bond that enabled him to be aware of her
comings and goings.

Matthew also told all of those who spoke for him that when the time was right, he and his
mother would communicate directly. But even when that same assurance came from a
medium Suzy met later, after a move to California, she could not help but doubt that
Matthew ever would talk with her directly. Why would such a unique gift -- in her mind,
telepathic communication was that -- come to such an unremarkable person as she? To
someone with no aptitude for anything extrasensory, no training in anything "New Age,"
and no knowledge of ancient spiritual beliefs; to someone who long ago had abandoned
35 years of religious upbringing because it never had been spiritually fulfilling?
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BUT IT DID HAPPEN! It was early February 1994, almost 14 years after Matthew's
death, when he started speaking to his mother. It was not simply her longing for this
moment that created it -- something definitely extraordinary was happening! For a while,
each morning as Suzy recorded her and Matthew's conversations at the computer, along
with feeling elated by this glorious development, she struggled with the thought that
perhaps some bizarre part of her mind was emerging. Soon, though, she realized that her
imagination could not possibly produce the astounding information she was receiving from
her son and, by now, the entities whom he introduced to her.

It wasn't long before Matthew started talking about the books she was meant to prepare
from their transmissions. He told his mother that her profession as journalist was not by
chance; it was experience she needed so that, later on, she could properly work with the
information he and the others would be giving her. But the huge task of reviewing,
indexing, integrating and organizing months of daily messages into some logical order
was a challenge she didn't care to accept, and she kept ignoring her son's urging her to
"start the book."

FINALLY, HE TOLD HER THAT HER PRIMARY MISSION of this lifetime was to
publish that information about life beyond Earth and the celestial advice and guidance
urgently needed during this era of unprecedented planetary changes. Finally, he answered
her question about why he had died at such a young age: He had to, so he could send her
that information.

And thus began The MATTHEW BOOKS.

THE FIRST OF THE SERIES, Matthew, Tell Me About Heaven, is what the title
denotes: life in the wondrous realm where we all go after physical life
on Earth ends. The second book, Revelations For A New Era, provides a
wealth of history from antiquity forward and cogent messages from
representatives of our space brotherhood, vast and powerful
civilizations that are helping our planet survive during this time of
momentous changes. The third of the series, Illuminations For A New
Era, explains why violence, greed and power-mongering have been in
human nature for millennia and how they are being replaced by peace,
love and harmony. Among other cogent information for this unique time
in history, Voices Of The Universe shows how our thoughts, feelings and
actions create our lives and our world and simultaneously affect the
universe accordingly.

With her husband Bob and their family of adopted dogs, Suzy is living in a rural area of
Washington. Her numerous sources are providing more information to enlighten and assist
us as we are changing at cellular level to enter the forthcoming higher spiritual dimension
along with Earth.

Home -- The Story Behind the Books -- The Books -- Book Reviews -- Matthew's Messages -- Contact the Editor

The Book Shop

design by dreamsurfers
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January 20, 2009
High vibrations of inauguration; event in universal context; Earth speedily regaining health; global
economy, individuals’ contribution; NESARA, what it does not include; Gaza, Zionists; aspects of
karma; walk-ins; “station” explained; plane sabotaged

1. This is Matthew, with greetings of love and rejoicing at the momentous event for your world,
the inauguration of Barack Obama as president of the United States. We ask that you fill your
hearts with love and gratitude and direct those feelings to him and his family and to the
individuals who will assist and advise him. The outpouring of those kinds of energy streamers
is like a blanket of golden filaments surrounding your world.  By sending that energy to the
Obama family and the new administration, you are radiating light to guide, protect and
contribute to their success in governing wisely and honorably; and the light in their efforts
beams out to the world, thus benefiting all souls and Mother Earth herself.

2.  Although inauguration day is a specific date in linear time, in a universal context it is a
major part of the master plan devised by the spiritual hierarchy in conjunction with physical
civilizations in the timelessness of the continuum. Obama’s willingness to come from a
spiritually and intellectually highly evolved civilization to take on the primary leadership role in
your world is part of that plan, which all of you knew and agreed to prior to your birth. The
soaring hope of peoples around the world when he was elected has grown exponentially, and
Mother Earth herself is feeling uplifted by the surge of harmonic waves from her residents and
from all light beings throughout the universe.

3. The first day of new presidential leadership is an event of paramount importance in a series
of on-target powerful developments in the plan’s goal of spiritual renewal and reformation in
your physical world, but in the continuum, its success already has been achieved! [Note: The
November 21, 2008 message in “Matthew’s Messages” on www.matthewbooks.com explains
the plan.] Nevertheless, all of the forward movement is operating in your concept of time, and
in this respect, your every thought, feeling and action is creating not only your personal lives,
but collectively are the stepping stones to Earth’s “future” world. All those steps are being
taken at one pace or another, and holding your light steady in trust and patience as events
unfold within the new US administration will heighten the collective consciousness. The higher
the collective consciousness of a peoples, the higher the vibrations they radiate and attract in
kind, all the while assisting Earth’s ascension into the increasingly higher frequencies that you
perceive as time passing faster and faster.

4.  Mother, I thank you for receiving and distributing my message today, prior to the swearing-
in ceremony tomorrow. And now, with the unconditional love of all souls at this station, who
are sharing Earth’s joyousness, this is Matthew bidding you farewell for a short while.

January 20, 2009 5.  Because of technical difficulties incurred by my mother’s service provider,
she was unable to distribute my foregoing message at the intended time. I believe the
difficulties were providential, as now I can speak in a timely manner about President Barack
Obama’s stirring address to his nation, indeed to your world. It is not his eloquence to which I
refer, but his forthrightness and honesty and wisdom, his determination to unify what has been
divided, to mend what has been in tatters, to strengthen what has been weak and to heal
broken spirits. The energy of this day, energy that opened wide the portals of change based in
love and enlightenment, reached heights not felt on Earth since the finest hours of Atlantis and
Lemuria. 6.  Now I shall continue with other truths and perspectives we at this station wish to
share with you. Abundance is the God-given right of souls, and joyful living circumstances for
every person on the planet is part of the master plan that includes the election of Obama.
From a purely “3D” perspective, his administration is facing one of the gravest situations the
world has ever encountered.  And indeed, it is a huge mess that must be cleaned up!
However, what we see from our vantage point is that Earth is far healthier today than she has
been for millennia, and due to the massive infusion of off-planet light that guided individuals
into generating their own light, the turn-around in Earth’s condition has happened with speed
that is unprecedented in the universe.  Again, this is all according to the master plan, and
every soul on the planet is participating one way or another.
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November 19, 2009

Energy of anticipation; ET disclosure TV program, background;
"V," "2012" and other fear tactics; illness in Ukraine; power of
love; god/goddess soul essence; children's bodies 3D to 4D;
intuition, thoughts; duality's challenges; soul contract, pre-birth
agreement

1. This is Matthew to extend loving greetings from all souls at this station
and to share with you our observations. In this moment “anticipatory”
may be the best word to describe the collective feelings of enlightened
souls—not exclusively pertaining to an announcement of our universal
family’s presence, but that is where a great deal of anticipation energy is
being directed. Some of you are waiting calmly, yet with excited
certainty; others who feel excitement also have a large measure of “get
this show on the road” impatience; and in some of you the energy of
eagerness is overshadowed by “show me” doubtfulness. Then there are
the majority of peoples, those who have no idea whatsoever that official
recognition of other civilizations is imminent.

2. Hatonn has agreed to speak about what is happening behind the
scenes pertaining to the public announcement, and we turn over this
forum to him.

3. HATONN:  Thank you, Matthew, my friend.  As an intergalactic fleet
commander and director of multidimensional communication, I am
knowledgeable about preparations for a globally televised program that
will present evidence of extraterrestrial civilizations.

4. Official recognition can’t be further delayed because much has to be
accomplished during this phase of universal activity. It’s essential to
repair the severe damage that has been done to Earth so she can regain
her health and restore well being to her inhabitants, and there’s no time
to waste. We’re here by Earth’s request and God’s authorization because
we have the capacity and desire to help you, but your representatives
are responsible for making decisions because this is your world.

5. The program announcing our presence is a complex undertaking. The
11



numbers of folks who are expecting us and will greet us wholeheartedly
are very few, and the program is being designed for the multitudes. It
has to be presented without creating fear or undue backlash. There’s
formidable opposition to any recognition of our very existence, and the
security of all persons involved in the program is a foremost
consideration. When I say “security,” I also mean the emotional security
of all witnesses and other participants and their families, not only their
physical safety—we have that well in hand.

6. The program can’t be just film clips of spacecraft sightings. In some
areas these are so numerous that it’s ho-hum, they’re back. There has to
be solid evidence about our presence and that’s where personal accounts
come in. Testifying before a panel that pledges witnesses to secrecy is
quite different from letting the world know their identities, and the same
goes for the people who have been working with us or at least know why
we are here. Some have been blackballed in their professions or declared
delusional or crazy. In some cases families have been threatened and
individuals killed by factions that don’t want you to know we exist,
especially not right here with you. Those in charge of the program want
everyone who’s willing to speak about personal experiences to feel
emotionally secure doing it.

7. This is an international action and it’s important that there is
agreement among the governments involved. Major decisions have been
made, but some details are still being discussed. Some of your
representatives favor keeping the initial program brief and releasing
information in increments so people won’t feel overwhelmed. They
propose a brief statement that many spacecraft seen during the past
several years are from other civilizations, there’s no reason to think any
harm is intended, and more information will follow as it’s compiled.
Others want the program to answer all logical questions and some of our
representatives tell how they’ve been to helping the planet through what
you call the shift or cleansing. Some think it would be frightening to see
us as we appear in our native lands—not all of us look like you. Others
say it’s necessary to show ourselves as we are to prove that we aren’t
from your civilization. Some think including live coverage of a mother
ship decloaking is a good idea, others think it could be more threatening
than reassuring.

8. What kinds of information to present on the program and how much
can be covered without overload is being debated. Would it be helpful or
overkill to explain that Earth is moving out of her regular orbit by
intention and needs our help off and on the planet? Would that involve
explaining that Earth is a soul?  How much can be said about our
technologies without alarming folks about how we might use it? Would it
be foolish or comforting to say that our presence has prevented other
civilizations from trying to invade Earth? To what extent should the
cover-up be disclosed? What about admitting that your governments
refused our offers of technology in exchange for ending weaponry
development and wars that could annihilate you all? How would it affect
your population to know that both dark and light beings from other
civilizations have been living among you and influencing your way of life?
Should the program include personal accounts of both positive and
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negative abduction experiences?  What to say about the “little grays”
that have been living for many years in underground cities? What
mixture of scientific, political and religious spokespersons should be in
the program?

9. There are differing opinions about when to air it. The United States
government, once the most vocal in denying our existence, now favors
the most extensive disclosure with maximum speed. A few of your
representatives want more polls and strategic interviews to determine
how much information your world is ready for. Some in both camps want
every national leader to be personally told what will be in the program
prior to show time and others think sending each one the program
outline is enough diplomatic courtesy.

10. This vital decision-making process that started off slowly a year ago
has reached the point that within a couple of months at the outside, this
“Earth-awakening” program will be on the air. The movers and shakers
with integrity, wisdom and spiritual conviction will not be swayed by
threats, bribes, even assassination attempts by the ones who oppose
them. You can call them Illuminati or the Elite, the cabal, New World
Government or Secret Government, New World Order or the darkness,
it’s all the same. It’s the disparate groups that are operating under the
heavy influence of the dark forces, that vast force field of negative
thought forms. That is too esoteric to give out on the program, but the
full truth about this vast populated universe will be revealed as Earth
progresses into higher energy planes.

I think that covers everything. Thank you, Matthew.

11. MATTHEW: Thank you, Hatonn. This is a good place for timely
questions that are combined as, Will proof of extraterrestrial life make it
easier for all of humanity to awaken spiritually to the Oneness of All with
God? As greatly as we wish this for all Earth’s peoples, we have to say
that it is not likely. Proof of intelligent life beyond Earth does not
automatically impart spiritual clarity to a third density civilization, and
the majority of your world’s population still is at that level. Of the many
other long-hidden truths that will be revealed, the most difficult for many
to accept is the origin and purpose of religions, and there will be strong
resistance to accepting that truth regardless of how solid the evidence is.
Without understanding that greedy, power-hungry individuals devised
religious dogmas to control and divide the masses, to make God a fearful
supreme being whose rules must be obeyed and that those self-serving
individuals themselves made those rules, and that much of the
information given by God’s true messengers was distorted or omitted in
religious books, there can be no spiritual clarity or growth of the soul.

12. Hatonn spoke of the formidable opposition to acknowledging the
existence of extraterrestrial life. This includes creating fear about the
motives of other civilizations, and the dark ones have been doing that
through entertainment venues. While it may appear that the television
show “V” was strategically planned after initial discussions a year or so
back about officially recognizing other civilizations, producing that kind of
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viewing is just another means whereby seeds of fear have been planted
throughout the ages. The same is true of the movie “2012,” designed to
evoke fearful thoughts that the world really may come to the kind of end
that some fundamentalist religions are expecting. With “entertainment”
catering to that belief and refreshing the fear about aliens, not to
mention the many other popular entertainment forms based in violence,
you can see why all aspects of the announcement program must be so
carefully considered.

13. Fear is the dark ones’ most powerful weapon against the light
because the energy of fear not only forms a barrier between the
consciousness and the soul, it refuels the darkness to keep it thriving.
Another means of achieving that two-way objective as well as reducing
the world’s population was developing various strains of “flu” viruses. An
important part of this diabolical scheme to create plagues, which during
your history have caused massive fear and death tolls, was the
conditioning of Earth’s peoples to regard death as the ultimate in fear.

14. The mysterious illness striking in the Ukraine and spreading beyond
its borders is a continuation of the dark ones’ biowarfare. After failure to
produce the intended global fear and death toll with the SARS, avian flu,
and swine flu/N1H1 viruses, which were neutralized by our space family’s
technology, the darkly-inclined ones developed a combination of strains
whose virulence cannot be destroyed with the same high degree of
success as with those three lesser toxic laboratory-designed viruses.

15. The intended pandemic and death toll will not happen, but not all
who become sick will recover. While some souls are dying in accordance
with the longevity part of pre-birth agreements, others are leaving prior
to contract fulfillment. In Nirvana those souls will find that completing
their chosen third density karmic lessons is easier than in a physical
lifetime because all learning—it is not learning new information, it is
remembering what you know at soul level—is facilitated by the powerful
love energy in Earth’s spirit world. This is true of all souls who left or will
leave prior to contract completion or whose petition to amend the
original terms was or will be honored.

16. Another widespread fear is lack of the essentials that sustain life—
clean air, food, and water—and the dark ones have been relentless in
their efforts to befoul Earth’s natural elements as well as deny billions of
her residents even subsistence living conditions. Through long ages of
instilling fear through mental conditioning and devising circumstances
that engender fright, illness, suffering and death, the darkness has
controlled Earth’s peoples.

17. I want to address my statement in a previous message that several
readers interpreted as my saying that genetically modified foods are not
harmful. No, I was not saying that. I was giving those foods and one-
season seeds as examples of the many ways the darkness conceives to
adversely impact your lives and keep fear flourishing. Mother, please
copy the part I am referring to.

“Other information in circulation also is designed specifically to
create fear. For example, grains, fruits and vegetables produced by
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grafting have been consumed for decades with no adverse health effects,
so from whence came the idea that “genetically modified foods” are
harmful? The more recent production of seeds that cannot produce
future crops is another matter—like other developments devised with
dark intent, it also will be short-lived. Time is fast running out for
anything and everything born of darkness!”

18. Thank you. In retrospect I see that my words did not clearly convey
that genetically modified foods and non-reproductive seeds come from
dark intent to create fear, but since my mother understood my meaning,
neither of us realized that it should have been stated more clearly. I shall
repeat that excerpt’s last sentence, which has no ambiguity whatsoever:
Time is fast running out for anything and everything born of darkness!

19. What the darkness had not reckoned with was your reawakening and
reclaiming your god and goddess powers that let you shake loose from
its control. This triumph for you is doom for the darkness, but even with
all the evidence that their end is inevitable, the puppets of the dark
forces will not accept defeat as long as they can arouse fear and panic.
We know that many enlightened souls often ponder how best to serve
the light. We say, hold your light steady and send forth beams of
unconditional love to Earth—the energy of love, which is the same
energy as light expressed differently, is far more powerful than the
energy of fear!

20. We understand that when you see your world in turmoil with so many
enduring sorrow, hunger, disease and poverty—and those are the focus
of news reports—it is difficult to always see the love, beauty and
goodness that is even more prevalent in your world. It always is
surrounding you in abundance, much of it unseen with your eyes, but so
close to you in spirit. When headlines “are too much with you,” visualize
the world of peace and love that you know awaits in your timing and
already is manifested in universal timing. Allow feelings of joy and love
to flow into and from your heart—love is inestimable in its capacity to
uplift you and all who are around you, and this energy is so powerful that
it radiates into distant lands.

21. Yet not everyone will choose to embrace this energy because it
entails opening minds to many truths, and paramount among them is the
Oneness of All, the inseparability of all souls with God and Creator. Please
do not be saddened if persons very dear to you cannot “see the light,”
and please do not feel it is your responsibility to urge them. Everyone
will awaken in his or her own timing—if not in this lifetime, then in
another with the same opportunities to grow spiritually. At whatever
station you and souls you love may be, eternal love bonds forever unite
you—life is eternal, the soul is immortal!

22. If I’m having trouble seeing myself or anyone else as a god or
goddess, will this reduce my chances of ascending with Earth?  Anyone
whose self-identity is based on a perception of a “godly” appearance is
looking outside instead of knowing inside. According to the gender each
of you chose for this lifetime, you are designated as either a god or a
goddess, but that differentiation is not important—knowing that every
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one of you is a part of God IS! God is androgynous, the balance of
feminine and masculine energies, and those have nothing at all to do
with gender, but rather soul essence.

23. It could be helpful and equally accurate to think of humanity as that
essence instead of individual gods or goddesses, which only signifies the
gender choice of each soul for this lifetime. Because this could give rise
to questions about transsexual persons, I repeat that it is essence—not
form and features or sexuality or gender—that constitutes a soul. It is
the choices each of you makes in using that essence that constitutes
living in “godly” ways or not. Everything in our universe is eternally
interconnected with and inseparable from God, by whatever name, and
every soul is a part of that Oneness. Knowing this, feeling this, is part of
the spiritual growth that enables ascending into higher densities.

24. Will babies and children make the ascension journey with Earth?
Unless these souls chose very short incarnations to benefit themselves
and all others in the pre-birth agreement, yes, indeed they will go along
with Earth.

25. What physical changes will children undergo as they shift into 4D
bodies? Some souls who recently came in have bodies with crystalline
cellular structure, and those who don’t will experience less upsetting
physical and emotional symptoms than adults whose bodies also are
changing from carbon-based to crystalline. Part of adults’ adjustment is
the uprooting and discarding of thought patterns that form belief
systems and behavior patterns burdened by cellular memory. Children
simply have not lived long enough to be as heavily indoctrinated and
they respond more quickly and positively to the higher vibrations than
most adults. Many souls who embodied during the past few years
consciously know their God connection and are aware of their rightful
place in our universal family—that innate knowledge did not get “lost” in
their third density bodies. It is devoutly hoped that the parents chosen
by these infants and youngsters will preserve rather than thwart their
children’s unusual degree of curiosity that is born of ancient wisdom.

26. How can we know what is intuition and what is our own thoughts?
Intuition is an instantaneous reaction to a new situation or new
information and is a sensation more than a “full blown” thought. What
you call a “fleeting thought” may be intuition, but if your impression of
the situation or information comes after a pause and has clear mental
focus, then it is a thought. Pondering or analyzing any issue is your own
thoughts about it. You could think of intuition as the signal that
motivates you to take instant action in accordance with your
spontaneous reaction or to seriously think about why you had that
reaction—perhaps a lifesaving measure or a job change,
respectively.

27. “We seem to be confronted more than ever with our ‘dark’ issues. Is
there a 'deadline' on dealing with those feelings, attitudes, emotions,
addictions, etc. or should we just acknowledge them and we will simply
outgrow them as we evolve into 4D existence?”  This contemplation goes
directly to the core of third density’s duality—the spectrum of human
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emotions, characteristics and behavior—and souls’ multiple lifetimes to
experience and overcome duality’s pitfalls.

28. Although you could say there is the deadline of mortality for
completion of chosen experiencing in each incarnation, there is no such
deadline within the timeless continuum where multiple lifetimes—the
soul’s experiencing personages, each its own independent and inviolate
self—are happening simultaneously. It is difficult to comprehend
something that cannot be remembered as personally experienced and for
which there is no conscious frame of reference, like life without linear
time and a soul comprising many independent soul-personages, but we
shall do our best to explain what you do know at soul level.

29. In your galaxy, Earth is one of the best schoolhouses for learning to
deal with duality—that’s why you are there. Graduation, so to speak, is
mastering duality’s many challenges and evolving into fourth density,
where duality doesn’t exist. It may require only a few lifetimes or many
hundreds for a soul’s personages to have thoughts, emotions, motives
and activities with positive, or light, vibrations rather than those with
negative, or dark, vibrations.

30. Each lifetime in Earth’s spirit world is in preparation for the next
incarnation, the soul’s next personage. The soul reviews its most recent
physical life and in the process, not only sees every moment throughout
the lifetime, but feels all of its own emotions and the emotions of
everyone with whom it interacted. Depending on how closely the soul
adhered to its pre-birth agreement with the other souls who participated
in the lifetime, you could say that this review process is the “heaven” and
“hell” of religions.

31. However, the review, like karma, is neither reward nor punishment.
It is evaluating the immediate past lifetime in the context of all
personage lifetimes and determining what is needed to fill gaps or
strengthen weaknesses in the collective experiencing. Because the goal
of every soul is spiritual evolvement, one who is lagging may request
advice from an “old soul” with advanced awareness, and a soul whose
life review was lax will be guided by more experienced souls in selecting
what it needs in its next personage life.

32. In spirit worlds the Oneness of All is known, and advice and guidance
are given with unconditional love. That also is the basis on which souls
agree to share a lifetime, including those who accept the “heavy” roles
that give others the chance to experience what they need for spiritual
growth. Because souls are inseparable yet function independently as
personages, the evolution of one contributes to all. The reverse,
devolvement, is just as true, so it is in all souls’ best interests to assist
each other. That “motivation” explanation is only to show souls’ willing
cooperation, because unconditional love is much more than the basis for
pre-birth agreements and guidance, it is the very makeup of the soul.

33. With love abounding, it is logical to wonder how any soul can become
dark. It is by being weak-willed and giving over godself’s powers to an
entity that holds forth rewards of fortunes and control in return for
greedy, ruthless, dishonorable, dictatorial actions. That entity is known
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as the dark forces, the vast force field of negative thought forms, and a
soul who is lured by those rewards aligns itself and its actions with those
thought forms, drops from its Beginnings in the light, and sinks into
darkness.

34. Now then, a soul’s selection for each physical lifetime starts with
parents for genetic, cultural and environmental reasons and it chooses
specific skills, talents, interests, personality traits—everything that
makes an individual unique. That composite along with intended
interactions with all who will be sharing the lifetime becomes the new
personage’s soul contract, its part of the pre-birth agreement.

35. A newborn has full awareness of the contract provisions, but they
fade as the baby adjusts to the needs of a dense body and to parental
conditioning. As the child grows, influence from peers, teachers and
other authority figures comes into the lifetime. Not only has everything
in the soul contract been forgotten, but there is pressure to conform to
others’ standards and expectations. The soul keeps in touch with its
personage through conscience, intuition, instinct, inspiration and
aspirations to “nudge” the personage along the course of the contract.
But the desire to express one’s free will is strong indeed and therein lie
duality’s challenges: To which end of the spectrum are the personage’s
interests, desires and goals heading, into the light or the darkness?

36. Now let us put all of you and all of that background into this moment
that is unprecedented on Earth, indeed in the universe. In brief—because
this has been extensively covered in various previous messages—Earth
chose to leave third density, but because she was too weakened by
negativity to do it alone, she asked for help. One form of assistance is
the in-pouring of feminine, or goddess, energy to balance the long-
dominant masculine energy that was the source of negativity. The
“mingled” energy is magnifying all emotions and characteristics, and the
differences between light and dark tendencies are increasingly
noticeable. This “wheat and chaff” situation lets you more clearly see
yourself –the conduct of others provides a mirror for you.

37. There is a universal “window” for Earth’s ascension and the linear
clock is ticking. She is assured of reaching her destination in good time,
but if you want to physically go along, you must wind up third density
karmic lessons, just as you chose in your soul contract. Remembering
that the soul nudges your consciousness in accordance with that
contract, uncomfortable feelings about self are important messages. So
far from this being a time of merely acknowledging discomfort with your
attitudes or behavior, it is an opportunity with time limits to change
them.

38. Evolving from third density into fourth does not happen simply
because you’re on the planet and the planet is ascending. Your evolution
comes with heeding conscience and intuition and the other wisdom your
soul is giving to guide you in alignment with your contract. It comes with
self-introspection, acting with honor, respecting all of Nature’s life forms,
discerning truth from falsity, emulating but not copying persons whom
you greatly respect, and not judging others. It comes with recognizing
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and feeling grateful for the blessings in your life, with forgiving yourself
and others for perceived injustices.  It comes with living from your heart,
the seat of your soul.

39. Never are you alone in your journey of self-discovery and evolution!
Always the infinite arms of God—angels, spirit guides and free spirits,
beloved souls in Nirvana, souls from spiritually advanced civilizations,
and the energy of Christ consciousness manifested as love and light and
unsurpassed in its powers—are with you.
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Matthew, Tell Me about Heaven
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Beings, and now many more believe that they have a place in the lives of Mankind. With a
sudden surge of interest in us, and a desire to know us you have created the opportunity
for contact to manifest. There are many factors involved, not least of all our role in
ensuring that the plan for your conscious upliftment and Ascension takes place as decreed
by the Creator.
As you can understand, there are many reasons for speeding ahead with official contact.
We want it to come out naturally, and in a way that will not shock those souls who have no
belief in our existence. Many have put up a barrier in spite of the evidence that supports
us, and the underlying reason is fear. Be assured whatever view you have of us, that we
are peaceful Beings with no design on taking over your Earth or your people. Ours is a
mission of love and the desire to prepare you for Ascension, by releasing you from the
control and domination by the dark forces. Their power base is crumbling and their
attempts to prolong their reign are going to fail. They certainly do not want you to get to
know us better or place your trust in us, as that means the end of their influence and ability
to hold onto their own positions. They trade on their massive fortunes that are used to buy
people off, and support covert operations that are used to bolster their powerful positions.
World domination is their goal, but they will not be allowed to go any further than at
present. We are monitoring their every action and they are doomed to failure.
We say again that you are such powerful Beings of Light, yet you not necessarily believe
in yourselves. Your power of thought is creating your future the whole of the time, so
providing you are focussing on what is for the good of all; you will hasten your upliftment
into a higher consciousness. There are a number of different expectations where the end
times are concerned, and again your power of thought will give you the experience you
desire. So you may ask how can there be more than one ending, and we will answer by
informing you that they all occur simultaneously on different levels. From any one
individuals experience it would seem that everyone is involved in the same one, and there
will be no awareness of any others. We might say beware as to what you focus on, by
making sure it is what you would wish to give your energy too.
God’s plan for the end times is called Ascension, but it is up to you as to whether you take
advantage of it. You cannot just wish to be part of it and succeed, as it requires effort by
you to lift up your vibrations. The Law of Attraction allows only for those souls who have
reached a certain level to ascend. The process is one of living in the Light and Love, so
that any ties you have had with the lower energies are cut. This enables you to focus on
the task of further lifting up your vibrations, and as a result you will surely achieve success.
There is considerable help around you, and you have only to ask and it will come to you.
Use names if you desire such as your favourite Angel or Master, as you may be assured
they will receive your request. Allow for the answer to freely manifest and do not insist it
happens in any particular way. You may not necessarily know exactly what is best for you.
You are learning a lot about life and have never been so well informed as you are now for
a long, long time. For over a century spiritual groups have arisen with knowledge and
teachings, that have explained the many misconceptions given out as the truth through
orthodox religion. As you are often informed it is the truth that will set you free, and every
effort has been made to place it before you. It is not forced upon you, and is not
accompanied by fearful consequences for not following it. True disciples respect your
freewill, and that way you are free to take what you can and move on. Each soul is unique
and therefore what suits one is not necessarily another’s path. If you cannot grasp or
understand the need for Ascension, then you are most likely ill prepared or insufficiently
illumined to accept it into your life. Have no fear about making such a decision as you are
not abandoned or held in lower esteem. You will evolve exactly according to your own
pace, and one day you too will take a great leap forward having finished your education in
duality.
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The Mushaba Force is the power behind all that is. The power that motivates that feeds, that
empowers all to be. The Mushaba Light carries the knowledge of the force and how to use it. The
symbol represents the different energies that are in the Mushaba Force. What’s in the rings is what
represents the energies. There are 3 rings that represent the 3 major components of the Mushaba
Force which are freedom, empowerment and vitality. The explosion means power and the ring
around it keeps the power contained and it is directed power. The elliptical represents the
fundamental nature of this force which is the freedom, empowerment and the vitality. This symbol
can be used for many things. It can be used for spiritual connection to the power of the original
force. This in turn connects you with the All That Is.

You can use it to charge food, water, to sleep with, meditate with, heal with and raise your
frequencies for higher consciousness. If you hold the symbol, it will send out energy for
approx. 300 yards around you. It can be used for protection against negative energies. If you
become initiated into the trainings of Mushaba Force- Mushaba Light and when you hold the
symbol, the energy of it will spread out around you for approx. 11 miles.
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An Introduction to the Freedom /
MCEO Teachings

Subjects covered in this article:

• Some key components of the MCEO Foundation materials

• Why the MCEO teachings give us an unprecedented level of detail

• How the techniques work

Those of us who hear the deep voice within, aching to find meaning and purpose, start searching for
the  Truth.  No  teachings  can  give  us  our  own intrinsic  knowing  back  but  true  knowledge  and  its
applications can restore us to our own intrinsic knowingness within. We can take a personal journey
moving from 'believing' to 'knowing', from 'hope' to 'certainty': a transition of immense significance and
an everlasting shift in self-awareness and empowerment.

The Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order (MCEO) teachings are an unparalleled gift  to humanity -
restoring  knowledge  that  was  last  common  knowledge  in  our  cultures  25,000  years  ago.  It  is
sometimes deemed a luxury to consider the big questions about life. The MCEO teachings explain why
it is foolhardy not to consider them in this contemporary time period of 2000-2012!  A short venture into
the MCEO teachings reveals not only the true history of Humanity but also the choices that are facing
us during our present time period. The applications of this knowledge by which we can restore the
reality  of  our own  personal  inner knowingness  (known  as  our  Inner  Christos  or  Avatar  level  of
consciousness) restores our intrinsic power to make conscious choices regarding our own evolution.

The MCEO teachings are vast - not least because we are vast beings in the midst of a vast Cosmos,
currently  experiencing  the  effects  of  a  huge  drama  that  stretches  across  the  multi-dimensional
structure of this Universe. We are being offered the full picture because of the purpose that is ours and
because we have the latent abilities within ourselves to embrace it. We are reminded that these inner
resources are inherent to our original design and we learn how to re-awaken them. So there is an
intrinsic joy within these teachings and their applications - the joy that comes with the realisation that
we are being given the opportunity to reclaim our ancient birthright as free, immortal, fully sentient
beings. These pages offer an introduction to the MCEO teachings and provide some key points of
reference for rapid and effective exploration of the immense gift these teachings bring.

Intrinsic Order Behind and Within Observable Effects
In the 3D / 'everyday' world, we are empowered by knowing how our physical bodies work and how the
systems within which we exist work such as the political,  educational and monetary systems. The
essence of  the MCEO teachings are based on self  -sovereignty/  self-empowerment and so these
teachings are returning to us the knowledge of the intrinsic, ordered systems within and behind all
manifest  forms,  including  our  own  multi-dimensional  reality.  The  teachings  describe  the  tangible
structure of the spirit as well as the tangible structures behind and within the body and mind. We grow
more acutely familiar with the multi-dimensional energetic structure behind and within the Cosmos and
all things in manifest form, including 'Human' and 'Angelic' Beings.
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The Core Substance of Manifest Form is Consciousness

We begin to recall,  and remember more purposefully that the core substance of  manifest  form is
Consciousness. Within Creation, Consciousness arranges itself into constructs with organic intrinsic
order (the often quoted and often undefined Divine Blue Print). A key element of the MCEO teachings
is to give us precise and detailed descriptions of the fundamental constructs of conscious energy upon
which, and within which, our manifest reality is formed. This knowledge gives us the opportunity to
make a fundamental (and therefore powerful)  shift  in consciousness - beginning the restoration of
meaningful,  tangible,  self-awareness  of  ourselves  as  a  multi-dimensional  construct  of  conscious
energy,  not  separate  from  God-Source  but  residing  within  the  multi-dimensional,  living  fields  of
consciousness that is God-Source.

A multitude of teachings, Key Questions to ask

There are, of course, many variants of this principle of Creation as there are those overflowing with
well-meaning,  though  misdirected  Spiritual  intention.  How  do  we  navigate  ourselves  though  the
Spiritual teachings 'jungle'? The 'acid test' is one which begs the most significant question of all: 'How
does this (any) paradigm actually shift my experience as a limited physical being to an aware, self-
sovereign, empowered, multi-dimensional being, right here, right now?' and when we try the tools of
the paradigm (in terms of meditations, exercises, prayer and so on) 'Do they (when actively employed)
progressively restore lasting health in all aspects of my reality?'

Reclaiming our Health
By understanding our multi-dimensional energetic reality, we can recognise that the Divine Blue Print

for health is a real construct of conscious energy within us, waiting for us to restore our conscious
connection with it. Through specific given applications of the knowledge of our core design and that of
the Cosmos, we can progressively re-establish our own Divine blue print for health, restoring health to

our bodies, emotional life, relationships, expression of purpose through work - we restore health to
(what we perceive as) our 'internal' and 'external' reality.

Thoughts as directors of frequency

As we understand that all things are made from differentiated units of consciousness, we develop a
deeply  informed  understanding  about  thoughts  as  things.  They  are  constructs  through  which
consciousness in the form of frequency can be directed (by our own application) into manifest form . All
MCEO techniques apply these 'Creation Principles', employing the function of thought to direct specific
frequencies to reawaken our inherent Blue-Print for Health and heal distortions within our own bio-
energetic  systems.  This  function is organic  to  our  nature and so although the background to  the
techniques can appear unfamiliar  at  first,  the  techniques  themselves are simple  yet  powerful  and
pleasurable.

Context: A fundamental ethos to the APMCEO teachings
The MCEO teachings give us the context from which the techniques arise. It is our minds that direct
the frequencies and context enables our minds to carry out the techniques more effectively. Further,
the knowing that we are in truth, powerful, co-creators with God-Source, underpins all teachings - we

are treated as responsible and 'Spiritually mature' and, as such, we are offered correspondingly
exceptional information and tools.
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Science, History and Healing
Not only do the teachings expose the structure of the Divine, organic constructs and their relationships
to each other, but also reveals the extent and nature of the distortions within these constructs, where
they have come from and what we can do about it. We need to understand at least a little of divine
mechanics: In order to heal, we need to know what we are healing and why. These portions of the
teachings would make little sense without the historical events that have occurred and the effects these
events are having on our present day reality. By giving us a balance of Sacred Science, Historical
context and Technique we can progressively empower ourselves to heal and make informed choices
within the dramas of our own personal life and the Cosmos in which we exist.

The Inter-relatedness of all forms: The Transduction-Manifestation Sequence
In contemporary science, we learn that the structure of the physical body builds up from atoms to cells,
then to tissues and organs. In Keylontic Science (the scientific aspect of the MCEO teachings) we
learn about the constructs behind and within perceivable manifestation. Just as our cells, organs and
tissues have structures, names and relationships with each other, so do the constructs behind and
within them and behind and within the whole of our deemed 3D 'reality'. Together these constructs and
the Primal Life Force currents (frequencies) that flow through them describe a perfectly orchestrated
sequence of how consciousness enters into, and returns from, manifest form. This sequence is known
as the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence. This gives us further opportunity to understand the
reality behind our perceived manifest experience and to further understand the distortions (out-pictured
as limitation, pain and suffering) all contemporary humanity is facing.

Merkaba: A key Construct in the Manifestation Sequence

One of the key constructs in the Transduction - Manifestation sequence is the Merkaba field.  The
Merkaba field is made up of counter-rotating spirals of energy. They can be considered as the primal
lungs and circulatory systems of God-Source, breathing primal currents into (via the clockwise, base-
electric,  'male'  spiral)  and  out  of  (via  the  counter-clockwise,  base-magnetic  'female'  spiral)
manifestation with harmonious precision. In the MCEO teachings we are given the scientific mechanics
of  the  merkaba  construct  and  its  precise,  ordered  relationship  to  other  constructs  within  the
manifestation-transduction  sequence  (including  our  DNA  templates  and  physical  bodies).

The Reason for Emphasis
We may ask, 'why such emphasis on merkaba mechanics?' Simply put, if this mechanistic relationship
is distorted or compromised in any way, the effects of such core dysfunction will manifest all around us
in a myriad of ways, from personal health, wealth and relationships to collective Human and planetary
conditions and so on.

Merkaba Mechanics - A key to understanding Ascension

MCEO teachings are ascension teachings. The MCEO teachings give us an unparalleled Science of
Ascension - in terms of the original, organic Divine structure of the 'Angelic Human' and in the context
of Universal structure. A short introduction is outlined here:
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Ascension is a Bio-energetic process by which we progressively expand into dimensions higher in
frequency and return to unified At-One-ment with Source. We learn how manifest experience is played

on the stage of dimensionalised fields of existence. Dimensions are differentiations of consciousness.
The  particles  within  each  dimension/  frequency  band  are  made  of  the  same  'stuff'  (units  of
consciousness)  but  they  have  different  attributes  (spin  rate  and angle  of  rotation).  We learn  that
merkaba fields (by virtue of their own spin rates and angles of spin), 'communicate' to the tiny particles
of consciousness, 'telling them' the attributes (spin rate and angle of rotation) that they are to exhibit.
Merkaba are therefore fundamental structures, creating dimensionalised existence within Creation.

When an individuation of  God-Source experiences itself  in  a certain set of  dimensional frequency
bands, we say it is phase locked. Temporary phase lock is intentional and part of the organic design of
manifestation. Inherent to the organic human design, is the ability to consciously release oneself from
dimensionalised phase lock. Just as merkaba fields are the energetic 'organs' by which we are kept in
manifest dimensionalised phase lock, they are also the tools by which we can release ourselves from
phase lock. They enable us to move (which in reality is to expand) into the next set of dimensional
fields of existence and progressively ascend. Not all merkaba teachings offered at this time achieve
this positive outcome and this is why there is such an emphasis and thorough detail given on Merkaba
mechanics  within  the  MCEO  teachings.

Merkabic Distortions: The Extent of the Problem and the Need to Heal
In  our  physical  body  a  sickness  occurring  in  one  area  will  be  translated,  by  virtue  of  the  inter-
relatedness  of  the organs  within  the  body,  into  sickness  in  other  parts  of  the  body.  This  can  be
compared with the constructs in the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence of Creation. A distortion
occurring within the functioning of the merkaba field will translate into distortions in other constructs
within  the  sequence,  including  our  emotional  and  physical  bodies  (also  known  as  'karma').  The
scientific detail, historical context and manifest expression of merkabic distortion are not pretty. We
learn  how  distortion  in  merkabic  fields  leads  to  a  process  known  as molecular  compaction (an
inorganic state whereby our bodies are unable to absorb and process the frequencies from higher
dimensions) which results in dis-ease in our bodies and manifest experience and ultimately a condition
known as monadic reversal. This is the condition by which the consciousness, not just the body, is
irreversibly disconnected from the primal life force currents (energies spiralling from God Source via
Merkaba  fields)  and  thus  its  awareness  of  itself  as  an  individuation  of  God-Source.  The  MCEO
teachings  describe  how  inter-dimensional  politics  and  purposeful  distortion  (by  beings  who  have
already  experienced  monadic  reversal)  of  natural  Universal  merkaba  mechanics  has  created  a
situation  whereby knowledge  and  healing  of  our  personal  merkaba  fields  has  reached  critical
importance.  In  order  to  understand these  phenomena and  what  we can  do about  it,  we need  a
reasonable grasp of merkaba mechanics. This is a further reason why there is such an emphasis on
merkaba mechanics within the MCEO teachings at this time.

MCEO Techniques - founded on knowledge of the Primal Order of Creation

Through study of  the MCEO materials we change our perception of ourselves from finite physical
beings to infinite energetic beings and importantly,  we learn how our structure relates to the other
constructs in the manifestation sequence of creation. We learn how our bio-energetic systems fit into
that  of  the planet  Earth,  Galaxy, Universe and Cosmos. This  knowledge enables us to work with
organic frequencies that come into the planet via the Cosmic, Universal and Planetary merkaba field in
order to heal and, in healing, we progressively restore our original design as Immortal Angelic-Humans
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with all the spiritual powers and spiritual responsibilities that this implies.

The MCEO techniques have been carefully developed to work with the Transduction Sequence of
Manifestation in order to expedite our healing effect in this critical 2000-2012-time period. By virtue of
the given relationships  within  the sequence,  we understand  that  when we focus our  attention on
healing one construct within the sequence, we positively affect all others. This makes life simpler!

The techniques can be seen as 'Divine Blue Print Reminders'- With repetition the Divine Blue Print,
behind and within  our bio-energetic  manifest  form,  is progressively and permanently re-set  in  our
template and all forms (including our bodies) emanating from that template are restored to their organic
form.

Within the order of creation, profound universal, galactic and personal changes are happening at this
time. The organic changes are giving us an opportunity to rapidly accelerate our healing . Inorganic
distortions in the Divine Blue Print are a legacy of pre-ancient times and continue to manifest in the
present. These hidden truths represent a situation of immense spiritual ignorance at a point in Cosmic
history where the nature and effect of the personal choices are as unparalleled as they are profound;
we need to make urgent choices about how we respond to events taking place. The sequence of
MCEO personal tools has been specifically orchestrated to enable us to accelerate our own healing
process in synchronisation with the organic planetary changes and to protect ourselves from the forced
(inorganic) changes, both of which are a reality at this time.

Why do the MCEO teachings contain such sophisticated detail?

Angelic Humans and Indigo races are sophisticated beings - it is just that we have been in a soporific
state (due to distortions in the planetary grids and hence our DNA Template) that we have forgotten!
However,  the Guardian races  who give us these teachings (see article  'The Melchizedek Cloister
Emerald Order Teachings, the Eieyani and the CDT -plates) remember us for who we truly are and
treat us accordingly. Through understanding the multi-dimensional reality of our bio-energetic structure
we come to remember that Beings we call 'Guardians' or 'Eieyani' are aspects of ourselves residing in
specific higher dimensions and they know (and admire) us as being the parts of themselves (or family)
who chose to enter the denser parts of manifestation. So we are treated as part of a team. They
understand our difficulties but they also know we can heal and there is a need for us to heal and wake
up rapidly now. Therefore they have given (and continue to give) us teachings unprecedented in their
comprehensive and cohesive nature.

Here are 3 other reasons:

1. In the 3D world, how many of us would carefully and consistently clean our teeth every
day if we didn't have an (even rudimentary) understanding of basic dental structure and a
knowledge of what can go wrong if we don't clean our teeth? The same answer you give
yourself here applies with self-healing. And, as far as healing facilitation is concerned,
think about 3D medical practice: would you go to a doctor who did not have a thorough
knowledge  of  anatomy? In  the  past,  there  was  no  choice;  doctors  did  not  have  the
anatomical knowledge that they do now (and they did all sorts of wacky things as a result
- such as put leeches all over you every time you had a fever!!). It is the same if we are
going to have or give 'Spiritual' healing. 'Spiritual' healing means working with real and
definite structures and we need to know what we are doing and why if we are going to a)
help others and b) not cause others or ourselves harm. The information in the MCEO
teachings has not been on planet for many thousands of years (and the reasons for this
are explained in the teachings too) but now we are being given a chance to learn the very
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How To Continue Your Journey

There is much information and understanding that will open in your awareness as you integrate the information
on this web site and the Teachings as brought forth through the MCEO. This section of the web site is geared
toward giving you a "road map" of what to do next, where to begin and how to proceed. You can also get help
on any aspect of your journey or find out if there are other people working with these same Technologies and
Teachings in your country/city/area, by asking questions on the Keylontic Science Yahoo Egroup. You can
join this e-group by clicking on this link: Keylontic Science Egoup

You may have found your way here by reading the Voyager 1 & 2 Books or maybe by guidance from another.
Many monumental Intergalactic and Universal events have occurred since these two books were written,
which have expedited the sequence of Time Line Events as outlined in the Voyager Books. We have moved
into a Rapid Healing Space of Frequency and are being given the technologies necessary for expediting
this Healing. The information about these monumental events AND the technologies associated with them is
highly complex but at the same time, incredibly exciting. It is therefore only possible to put short summaries of
this vast information on this website. However, before you can begin to understand any of this information, you
should begin by understanding and integrating some of the Basic Foundations that the rest of the Teachings
build upon, for without these you can feel quite overwhelmed with all the information.

Everything is Energy and the information inherent in the Teachings, whether in the form of text, diagrams,
symbols or songs is of a very high frequency of energy. Because of this, it is very important to integrate the
information and technologies in the recommended sequence. This will allow the most effective and safest
way to bring in higher and higher levels of energy into your body, which will in turn allow for easier and faster
integration and understanding. In order to do this, it is strongly suggested that you read the "Suggested
Reading" information to help your mind gain some understanding of what you desire to accomplish, then
proceed with the Essential techniques as outlined. Once you have activated the D-12 Maharic Current in your
bio-fields, by working with the "Essential" activations, it is suggested that you use the "Cue Zone" technique
to create a "safe space" for your continued work.

You will find a suggested sequence of techniques in the technique guidelines and it would be most beneficial
to your expansion process to follow these guidelines. Activating higher frequencies or "expediting frequency
accretion", is a process that you are best to "allow" rather force, and you will then experience a wonderful
unfolding of your True nature and potential in "Divine Right Order". These are Sacred Technologies and are
inherent to our original divine structure and are necessary for us to heal the distortions that are currently part
of our core template. Following them in the recommended sequence will allow you to rapidly accrete and
"activate" these Divine Christos Frequencies into your bio-field. This process is referred to as DNA-
template activation. By co-creating this process in Divine Right Order, we can over-ride the distortions that
are keeping us "locked into" this reality system and allow the natural process of expansion to unfold.

In the process of DNA activation, we are able to heal the many blockages currently within our DNA template
because of the distortions. The Keylontic Science Technologies are the only technologies available on the
Earth today that can specifically and effectively clear these blockages and heal the distortions in order to allow
the natural flow of God/Source Divine Energies through our DNA templates and bodies. The Technologies
work on specific components of our DNA template including "energy seals" called "crystal seals". As these
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blockages and seals open, the natural process of ascension can begin to occur. These technologies and thus
our ability to ascend has not been available to Earth races for literally thousands of years. This is because,
before January 2000, we did not have access to the D-12 Mahara current and thus could not work with our
Christos D-12 Self and Higher. This is needed to bring the energies of those higher parts into our bio-field and
body. The Christos D-12 Self holds the "Original Divine Blueprint", or the original template as created, before
the distortions occurred. By bringing D-12 frequencies into our system, we can re-set our body/system to the
Divine Blueprint. DNA-template activation and the process of ascension is our "birthright" as we were
originally intended to Eternal Beings with the ability to move freely throughout the vastness of creation at will.

Each individual is unique in the amount of energy they can hold and activate in their personal bio-system in the
process of DNA-template activation. Every one of us has a "safeguard" within our system that will prevent us
from bringing in more frequency than what our bio-systems can safely hold at any given time. Once you have
reached your "holding capacity" at any given time, your "safe-guard system" will prevent any further high
frequency from entering your bio-system until your bio-system has made the necessary "adjustment" in its
structure to integrate more frequency. This "safe-guard system" is connected to your Christos D-12 Self, (in
dimension 10, 11, & 12), and has been created by God/Source so that we do not damage our bio-fields
through the process of frequency accretion. Working with the D-12 and Higher Frequencies on a daily basis
will help maintain activation of the energies in your bio-field. This is best done by working with the technologies
every day rather than in short irregular bursts, no matter how enthusiastically you do them. With each session
of working as a co-creator with the Divine Frequencies, you will be able to progressively hold more and more
of these energies in you bio-field.

Everyone is unique in how their bodies and bio-fields process these high frequencies and each one of us may
feel a unique series of experiences that accompany our DNA Template Activation process. These experiences
are referred to throughout the teachings and can be found in products such as "Angelic Realities-The Survival
Handbook" & "Coping Skills For Coming Earth Changes", listed on the product list.

Every life form on the planet is experiencing the process of these higher energies coming into the planet
during this time cycle. Those who make the choice to work with these higher energies, as they come in, are
helping not only themselves but the planet and all life-forms upon it, to hold these higher energies. As we
continue the process of bringing in more of our Higher Levels of Consciousness into our bio-fields, we will
progressively "remember" our True Divine nature and its place within this vast universe. We can then more
fully co-create in the process of Healing ourselves, the planet and all life-forms that we are co-existing with.
We will literally become Masters over ourselves and our reality fields!

When you have completed the process of working through the Essential Techniques, you will move onto
Flame Body Activation and Shadow Body Healing. This is the 20 technique sequence and you will find you
can move through them rather quickly but always proceed at your own pace. You are the only one who knows
what that pace may be. And it is good to remember that you are never alone, even if it feels like it in the
physical 3-D world. Separation is an illusion that is dynamic to the structure of a manifest reality system. You
have your whole family of Higher Levels of Consciousness with you at all times. All you have to do is ask for
guidance and you will receive guidance in some form. One of the hardest things we have to remember is to
love and trust ourselves. It is a result of the distortions in our template that we might second guess our own
guidance when it is given. This will heal as you continue your journey.
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When you have finished working through the Flame Body Activations and Shadow Body Healing Techniques,
then you will move quickly into more Advanced Techniques and Higher Levels of Energy. The technique
sequence is laid out in linear fashion from top to bottom because our brain needs information to be linear in
order to process it through our systems.

Onward and Upward! We are finally going to go home. We are finally going to be able to reach our
fullest potential. What a wonderful journey we are sharing.

May your Voyage be filled with Joy!
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Maharic Seal Meditation
WITH REGULAR USE THE MAHARIC SEAL OR

ECKASHA MAHARIC SEAL WILL:
*Begin the process of activating the 8th thru 12th chakras of the personal Kathara Grid.
*Assist the opening of the Crystal Seals in the body (which otherwise block DNA
activation).
*Open the Planetary Bio-Feed Interface within the personal body, enabling the body vehicle
to become a truly effective tool for lasting planetary grid and sacred site work.
*Trigger DNA Template activations which progressively and automatically activate the full
12 dimensional Merkaba.
*Enable healing facilitators to transmit 12D frequency sub-harmonics, providing more
powerful, longer lasting, often permanent, healing facilitation -free of personal and client
energetic field distortions.
*Protect users from disharmonic energies associated with Healing, Astral and Dream Time
projection, and other potential sources of field encroachment/infiltration.
*Assist fractious "Indigo Type 3¨ children (administered via parent).
*Amplify results of all spiritually focused activity.
*Harmonize personal and environmental energies.
*Create Morphogenetic Re-Patterning, clearing Karmic/ Miasmic Imprints, which otherwise
block DNA template activation and the attainment of true consciousness expansion and full
embodiment of the Christos Principle.
*Realign, revitalize and regenerate all aspects of the physical and Subtle-Energy Body
Systems.
*Prepare and equip practitioners to receive and hold the increasing flow of higher frequency
energies flowing into the Planetary Grids and personal morphogenetic fields arising from
the intensifying Stellar Activations Cycle now under way (2000 - 2017).
*When regularly practicing the Eckasha Maharic Seal, the supply of high frequency energy
that can be drawn into our bio-fields from the Planetary Maharic Shield is limited only by
our own energy holding capacity. Our frequency-holding capacity can be progressively
increased with consistent use of the Eckasha Maharic Seal as well as other recommended
Keylontic Science technologies.

The Eckasha Maharic Seal Technique*
Advanced Keystone for Personal & Planetary Healing

A Brief Introduction
The Teachings of the Azurite Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order are all based upon the Law of
ONE which recognizes the interconnection and interdependence of all dimensions of "reality" and
recognizes that the Living God or Spirit is alive within all things. All Azurite Melchizedek Cloister
Emerald Order teachings are state of the art and specifically acknowledge the scientific and
energetic foundations of The Law of One. The practical purpose of these teachings is to truly free
and empower all, through expanded consciousness and educated enlightenment, through which
reverence, respect, love and co-operative co-creation are fostered within the Global Community.
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These perspectives fully embrace geophysical planetary healing as an intrinsic consequence of
personal alignment and expansion.

The Maharic Seal technique is a keystone tool of such importance that it is made freely available to
all. Like all Azurite MCEO techniques and tools, the Maharic Seal is grounded firmly in Universal
Unified Field Physics, ancient Merkaba mechanics and Matter Template Science (aka the Divine
Blueprint). These techniques are known as Bio-Regenesis Technologies that were once common
knowledge, taught in the pre-ancient Ascension Schools of advanced Human cultures, and regarded
as standard, as well as essential, daily practice.

The Maharic Seal, like all Bio-Regenesis Technologies, implies specific application of conscious
energy directed to, and within, the core manifestation template of the body. This technique directly
activates the specific mathematical-geometrical relationship within, and between, the Angelic
Human and planetary, organic, evolutionary blueprint, utilizing the pre-matter hydroplasmic
frequencies of the 10th, 11th and 12th Dimension Mahara Current.

The Maharic Current was fully re-anchored on this planet for the first time in over 210,000 years, at
the GRU-AL point, Sarasota USA, Signet 2 of the Planetary Templar Grid, on January 1st 2000.
During the first 12 months or so after this time, the 6-pointed pale Silver Star or Hierophant was
used in the Maharic Seal exercise. This symbol represents the electro-tonal program for the 11th and
12th Dimensional aspects of the Universal Kathara Grid. When we use this Hierophant Symbol in
the Maharic Seal exercise, we trigger the activation of the dormant 11th and 12th frequencies within
Earth's and our own bio-fields. When we trigger the activation of these frequencies, we can begin
the process of resetting the Original Divine Blueprint within our entire energy structure, DNA
template and physical body. The Maharic Current is also the all important carrier wave for all the
symbols and tones used in all subsequent exercises.

As more and more Humans worked with the Hierophant and the Maharic Seal during the year 2000,
the 11th and 12th dimensional frequency-holding capacity of the Earth and of Humans increased.
This allowed us to use more and more complex forms of the 6-pointed Hierophant symbol in the
exercise. For example, instead of visualizing the 6-pointed star, we visualized a 12-pointed star. As
a consequence, we brought more and more Maharic current into our bio-fields, and were then able
to use the image of 24-pointed stars, then 48-pointed stars and even 144-pointed stars. This, in turn,
triggered higher and higher levels of activation of the Maharic current within the planets and our
own bio-fields. Then, during another momentous occasion in 2001, Indigos and Humans helped
anchor the next level of frequency called the Eckasha into the planetary energy bio-field.

THE ECKASHA MAHARIC SEAL

The Eckasha is also called the Eckasha God Seed and carries the mathematical frequency
corresponding to the underlying structure of key aspects of our Universal system called the Ecka
and Eckasha Universes. (More information on these levels of our vast Universe can be found in the
Voyagers II book, the 'Dance For' workshop series and The Science of Spirituality and creation -
Seattle 03). This beautiful symbol holds highly complex and powerful God World frequencies in
addition to the frequencies of the 6-pointed pale Silver Hierophant. When first doing the Eckasha
Maharic Seal, it is not unusual to have difficulty in visualizing the colors and symbols within the
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Eckasha, so it is often initially visualized as a flat 2-dimensional black and white image. As you
become accustomed to the symbol and the exercise, you may find that your ability to visualize it as
a multi-dimensional and colored symbol increases. If you have difficulty visualizing any symbols in
any of these techniques, simply INTEND that the Symbol is there. An equally valid experience of
visualization is known as 'see-feel', where one can 'see' every detail and yet not 'see' anything, in the
usual sense of the word, where you know what you are seeing even if you don't 'see' it! People who
tend to experience more from a feeling level (kinesthetic) rather than visual or auditory, very often
function on this see-feel or even 'hear-feel' level. In this context, visualization is akin to
imagination, and is an equally valid and powerful mode of experiencing any of the techniques
presented in KS.

Since the anchoring and activation of this Eckasha symbol, the amount of frequency that the planet
has accreted (drawn into its bio-field) has increased greatly. As a consequence, the frequency-
holding capacity in Humans has also increased. In view of this exciting development, anyone now
starting these techniques can begin by using the Eckasha symbol instead of the 6-pointed pale Silver
Star or Hierophant in the Maharic Seal exercise. The original Long Version of the Maharic Seal
using the 6-pointed (or more pointed) Hierophant can still be used as an initial step before the
Eckasha symbol if desired.

The Technique
ECKASHA MAHARIC SEAL

This is what the Eckasha Code looks like and the circles in the center are
the Reuche.

Prior to use: Read through the steps and practice the visualizations and their sequence slowly for
familiarity.

1. IMAGINE the 2-dimensional image of a "Eckasha Symbol Code", as if the image is drawn on a
black background on the inside of your forehead. The Eckasha is the Cap Stone Symbol or God
Seed Code for the Time Matrix. It's colors denotes the frequency spectra of the Triadic, Polaric &
Eckatic levels of the Energy Matrix and 15 Dimensions of frequency. It will be used as the Key
Code to unlock the 12th Dimensional Maharic Shield in the personal and planetary scalar grids.
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2. INHALE, while visualizing the Eckasha Symbol at the center of the brain in the Pineal Gland.

3. EXHALE, while using the exhale breath to firmly move the Eckasha down the Central Vertical
Body Current (energy current in the center of the body), then out between the legs and straight
down into the Earth's core (13th Chakra).

4. INHALE, while imagining that you can see at Earth's core a huge, Disc-shaped Crystalline
Platform of Pale Silver Light, that extends outward on a horizontal plane through the entire body of
the Earth and out into the atmosphere. Visualize the Eckasha suspended in the center of the disc
(this image represents the Planetary Maharic Shield, the scalar- wave grid composed of dimension
10/11/12 frequency, with the Eckasha positioned to activate the Planetary Shield. )

5. EXHALE, while pushing your breath outward Into the Earth's Maharic Shield, imagining as you
exhale that the force of the breath has made the Earth's Maharic Shield begin to spin.

6. INHALE, using the Inhale breath to draw Pale Silver Light from Earth's spinning Maharic
Shield, Into the Eckasha positioned at the center of the Planetary Shield.

7. EXHALE, using the exhale breath to push the Pale Silver light throughout the entire Eckasha,
making the Eckasha glow and pulsate with Pale Sliver light .

8. INHALE, imagine that the glowing Eckasha momentarily flashes Crimson Red and then returns
to normal, then use the Inhale breath to draw the Eckasha vertically up from its position at Earth's
core, to a position 12" below your feet (the position of your dormant personal Maharic Shield
scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Eckasha upward from Earth's core, Imagine that it trails a thick
cord of Pale Silver Light behind it; one end of the Silver Cord remaining attached to Earth's core,
the other attached to the Eckasha (the Cord represents an 'Energy Feed Line, through which you
will draw energy up from the Earth's Maharic Shield into your personal Maharic Shield)

9. EXHALE with your attention on the Eckasha positioned 12" below your feet, and use the exhale
breath to push a burst of Pale Silver Light outward on a horizontal plane from the Eckasha. Imagine
that a Disc-shaped, Crystalline Platform of Pale Silver Light, about 4' In diameter, extends on a
horizontal plane 12" beneath your feet, around the Eckasha at its center. (this image represents your
personal Maharic Shield.)

10. INHALE, while using the Inhale breath to draw more Pale Silver Light up through the Pale
Silver Cord from Earth's Core, into the Eckasha at the center of your personal Maharic Shield.

11. EXHALE, using the exhale breath to push the Pale Silver Light from the Eckasha, out into your
Maharic Shield. Imagine that your Maharic Shield now pulsates, as it fills with the Pale Silver Light
from Earth's Core.

12. INHALE, again drawing more Pale Silver Light up from Earth's Core through the Pale Silver
Cord, into the Eckasha, and Imagine the Pale Silver Cord expanding to 4' in width, forming a Pillar
of Pale Silver Light running up from Earth's Core directly into your 4' diameter Maharic Shield.

13. EXHALE, again using the exhale breath to push Pale Silver Light from the Eckasha outward
into your Maharic Shield, while imagining that your Maharic Shield "takes on a life of its own", the
disc suddenly "folding upward' with a "popping" sensation, to form a 4' diameter PILLAR of Pale
Silver Light all around and running through your body (this is your Maharic SEAL. a temporary
scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light~ that blocks out disharmonic frequencies
from dimensions 1 through 12 and begins to realign disharmonic frequencies in your body and bio-
field to their original perfect natural order)

14. INHALE, Imagining that the Inhale breath draws the Pale Silver light from the Pillar encasing
the body Into every body cell; sense the tingling feeling as the Pale Silver Light moves through the
physical body.

15. EXHALE, Imagining that you can feel the energy of the Pale Silver Light expanding Into every
crevice of the body and then outward around the body into the Bio-field.
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Breathe naturally for a minute or two, as the feeling of the Pale Silver light moves through you,
while sensing the energy presence of the Maharic Seal Pale Silver Pillar 4' around your body. The
more time you spend breathing and sensing the energies, the more dimension 10/11/12 frequency
you are drawing into your Pillar, which will increase the length of time the Maharic Seal Pillar will
remain in your bio-field.

Return your attention to the Eckasha still positioned 12" below your feet.

16. INHALE, using the Inhale breath to draw the Eckasha up through your Central Vertical Body
Current, then out the top of your head (the 7th "Crown" Chakra), to a point about 36" above the
head (the 14th Chakra).

17. EXHALE FORCEFULLY, using the exhale breath to rapidly expand the Eckasha outward on
a horizontal plane at the 14th Chakra, until the Eckasha suddenly "disappears" from view, with a
mild "popping" sensation.

Breathe normally, while visualizing for a moment a brilliant 4' Pale Silver Pillar of Light extending
from the Earth's Core upward, fully encasing your body and extending far above the head, into
Earth's atmosphere and to a single Star of Pale Blue Light far off in deep space. Your Maharic
Shield is now temporarily activated and your Maharic Seal Pillar is temporarily manifest within
your Bio-Field. The Maharic Seal will remain in your Bio-field anywhere from 20 minutes to 1
hour at first. The more this exercise is practiced, the longer the Pillar will remain.

For quick reinforcement of the Eckasha Maharic Seal, once the full process has been run
within 24 hours: Simply Imagine a spark of Pale Silver Light at the Pineal Gland, exhale it
rapidly down to Earth's Core and imagine the Earth's Maharic Shield spinning, call to mind
the Pale Silver Cord and Inhale the 4' diameter Cord all the way up around you, forming the
Pillar, attaching it "out in deep space" to the Star of Pale Blue Light
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The Psonn Of Lyra
Introduction

The Celestial Arieas are the specific tonal translations of the Fire Letter content in each DNA
strand. Using the Arieas stimulates the dormant Fire Letters into activation within the DNA.

The Celestial Arieas are collectively called the Music of the Spheres:

Geomancies + Color + Breath + Celestial Arieas Tones = Activation of the Silicate matrix

Once morphogenetic Fire Letter distortions have been realigned in the Crystal Body the Geomancy
Control Codes, direction of light and sound through the chakras using breath, and toning of the
Celestial Arieas are used to progressively activate the Silicate Matrix into operational gene code,
while simultaneously beginning the embodiment of the higher identity stations.

The Psonn of Lyra is the Celestial Ariea for the 12th Sphere and will help activate the 12th DNA
strand and all those below it. It will also bring up your maharic seal after you have been working
with the maharic seal for a while.

It is you and your Christos Self saying we are going to be one now, you are calling in your
avatar self, the more you sing this the faster it happens, it brings in frequency, a level of
protection, stability and peace. It will amplify the D12 frequencies and get you in full
alignment with Christos Self.
Sound is the core of frequency, light can decieve, but sound always tells the truth. Light
manifestation is actaully refracted sound. The sound tones (psonns) are the power. The Galactic
Alliance want us to sing this song to open meetings, as an opening prayer etc..

There are certian combintaions of sound tones (songs/psonns) that activate very
specific parts of the planetary grids and ley lines, meridians, DNA strands and
axiatonal lines in your body. The Psonn of lyra does all of these and this is why
the Psonn Of Lyra is so important.
Invoking I AM, saying I AM my avatar, rallying all your 1728 selves, sending frequency out to
other time vectors and mobilizing the energy of all of you, actually linking with and being your total
self. There is a stat of consciousness, your wholeness you can feel when you are the energy of the
song.

You are making a statement , a command
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The Psonn Of Lyra
Listen to the Psonn Of Lyra at www.azuritepress.co.za/invocation_of_the_maharata.htm

Ma-Ha-Ra-Ta  KHUM  BI-VecTUS..(name)
(Khum = I AS)  (Ma-Ha-Ra-Ta  BI-Vectus = D-12 Christos Avatar Self)

In-A-VHOKI  UNE-BLEUM  BI-VecTI
(In-A-VHO-KI = invoke by Divine Loving Command), (UN = Now), (E-BLEUM = by the power

of) (BI-VecTI = Universal Christos)

Mah-ah  BI-VecTI  UN  UR-A-  OR-NaM  -  OOR
Mah ah Bi-VecTI  =  D-12 Divine Christos Blueprint past-present-future)

(UN  UR-A-Or-Nam  OOR = Now the Divine Sea of Liquid Light anchors in this moment)

E-stA  Un-tA  E-Sa  Trazd-Jha  HA-A  Rha
(EstA  UntA  ESa = Absolutely now established, always and forever)

(Trazd-Jha = in eternal abiding reverent Love)  (HA-A  Rha = of the Eternal ALL-ONE)

Ptah- TA  Um  a  Ah-ShA-Lum
Ptah-TA  UM = Blessed Be, all embracing)  (a in this context = given forth from)

(Ah-ShA-Lum = the Still Point of Eternal Peace)

Thah-A-Jha  inta DO  A
(Tha-AJha  inta = Spoken AS IT IS STATED)  (DO  A = As SO It IS DONE)

Um  Sha-DI  URA  ah Khum  TUn
(Um  Sha-DI  URA =  All Embracing Pillar of First Cause Light)

(ah  Khum TUn = I AS THIS expression now)
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Quotes from the book
Beyond the limit of linear existence are mysterious worlds awaiting discovery. . . .
The crop circles invite you to journey beyond the known and explore the vast
expanses of the micro-cosmos and macro-cosmos.
Each of these crop circles contain formulas to balance the world's energetics, sustain
planetary life systems and transform consciousness.
The star glyphs are a gift from the circle makers. They are activation codes for the
formulas that are contained in the crop circles. The star glyphs are a universal
language of light that depict the information contained in each of the transmissions.
I would like to advise you that there are other valid interpretations of these crop
circles. . . . The scientific community often discovers an equation, a scientific theory
or what appears to be an answer to a mystery; unfortunately, they then set it in stone
and claim it is the only answer. The universe does not work that way.
These crop circles are geometric fractal patterns and mathematical formulas.
Each person who reads these interpretations and meditates on the star glyphs and
crop circles will be assisting in the evolutionary process of the collective mind-
heart.
Each crop circle was projected onto the surface of the planet at key trigger points of
the living body of Mother Gaia . . . .
The crop circles are light and sound frequencies of mathematical formulas for
ascension, or the emergence of Eden.
The medium of crops lends itself well to our purposes. We want them . . . . to enter
the chain of life through union with food sources.
Following the creation of a man-made circle, the starship technologists emanate
frequencies through the crop's biochemical structure to enhance the energetics and
activate local time capsules within the ethereal. These are indeed valuable creations
and contribute to the formulas for ascension that the project is destined to complete.
The star glyphs are the universal language of light of the great Records of Ra. This
precious language . . . . is a forgotten mystery that has not been part of the collective
unveiling until now. . . . The transmissions are the basic translations of the star
glyphs. The glyphs contain far more information than the transmissions do. The
languages of the glyphs are extensive and deep reaching. Their images are actually
created in a form that is usable to the psyche.
The Arcturians are the engineers of the crop circle phenomenon . . . . assisted by
scientific teams from Orion, the Pleiades, Arcturius, the Dogon and others . . . .
The crop circle is broadcast from the mothership into relay stations, which are
transformers, in order to step down the frequencies; the ships then monitor them in
minute fractals. The last ship is a beaming device that beams a hologram of the
formulas in the Mandelbrot set in frequencies of light and sound, and the hologram
enters the orbital field of this planet. This hologram has been screened or shielded
from visual interpretation.
The optic nerve of human beings is being evolved, and there are those of you who
are able to see light phenomena (sometimes you catch it in cameras, the light
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phenomena have been seen in videos), but the normal or unevolved optic nerve does
not perceive these holograms as they enter into the Earth's orbital field.
Human intellect would like to be able to conceive that the steam softens the plants,
allowing pliability, which is true. That is part of the process. But it also breaks down
the very subatomic structure of mass en matter, restructuring the cellular components
and altering the DNA and the physical form of the substance used, thus creating the
pattern. Literally, these fields are being shifted into a form that transcends mass and
matter. That is why it is such perfection.
These are implemented or anchored into the Earth's ethers through ley lines. The
crop circle is merely for visual confirmation that something important has happened.
What you don't see are the frequencies being anchored within the Earth's energetics,
in the ethers.
There is an energetic web system that connects all frequency points on the Earth
similar to the schematic of an acupuncture chart of the human body. . . . There are
acupuncture points all over the body and many, many in the ears. They say that the
whole human body can be accessed from the ear. England is the ear of Mother Earth.
. . . You could say that this is the transmitting station center for Mother Earth.
During the times of the Druids, there were individuals that came from all over the
planet. . . . There was interdimensional travel.
The locations of the sand circles that have appeared in the deserts are particularly
important, because some of these sand circles manifest over ancient temples that
have been buried by the dunes in the Sahara and other great deserts.
So I would say to the readers of this manuscript, be grateful and appreciative for the
manifestations that you are blessed to see, for some of the most phenomenal
creations will never be seen.
I am supporting the statement, there are no hoaxed circles. They are all part of the
phenomenon. The crystalline codes within the DNA of each individual creating a
man-made circle are part of a formula, the alchemical formula of the frequencies
emanated in these manifestations. . . . We encourage human activation, activity and
involvement with the making of some circles. Human involvement doesn't make
them hoaxed, because the energy fields are manifested as we desire them, following
the creation.
Some of the light phenomena are the emanation of the frequencies forming the
circles; others are the lightbodies of the ascended masters come to Earth. Some of
them are what the Native Americans call Tunkashilas, the spiritual beings of this
land, the ancient ones, the ancestors of this land, manifest in their lightbody form. So
these are energies.
The crop circles are a visible manifestation of an energetic packet that's waiting there
anyway.
It is important to remember that the crop circles are multidimensional and
multifaceted. These transmissions carry only a facet of their entire message.
As you read these transmissions set your intent to expand your perimeters beyond
what your conscious mind has previously known or accepted to be facts. Explore the
world of truth that is indeed stranger than fiction.
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excerpt from:
Fixing the Time Problem

ATLANTIS RISING • Number 37
BY CYNTHIA LOGAN

For cultures around the world, time is measured not by the
ticking seconds of a clock or watch, but by seasons, rhythms
and subtle shifts in nature that influence and enhance social

interaction. People of the Andman Islands follow a “scent
calendar,” while a “cattle clock” guides the Nuer in Sudan and
myriad sounds and shadows in the forest tell the Karen tribe

in northern Thailand when to do what. The
compartmentalized, western division of infinity into

infinitesimal decimal, digital units is at odds with thousands
of different ideologies that consider time a sensual perception
rather than a notation.Yet watch, clock and calendar are the
global norm. And that, thinks Arguelles, is a huge problem.

Also an academic and an art historian, Arguelles has studied
time from many perspectives. “Everything we know about
time is rooted in the clock and the clock isn’t a measure of

time,” he says emphatically. “A two-dimensional plane
divided into 12 equal parts of 30 degrees each is a measure
of space—substituted to be a measure of time. All civilization
is governed by this erroneous concept that time is something

that’s measured by the clock.” Though he’s chucked his
watch and clocks long ago, it’s the calendar that really riles

him. “The Gregorian calendar is the macro-organizing
program of global society—the Chinese use it, even Islamic
businessmen and the Dalai Lama use it,” he rails, and points
out that it’s an illogical, irregular and arbitrary way to mark
cycles. That’s his mild assessment. The more intense take is

that it’s a deliberate tool of control that numbs intuition,
fosters war and will destroy life on this planet unless we

replace it—and soon...

Probably best known for orchestrating the Harmonic
Convergence, a 1987 global meditation and planetary peace
event attended by hundreds of thousands, Arguelles is the

son of a Mexican father and a German-American mother and
was born in 1939 in Rochester, Minnesota. He grew up in

both Mexico and Los Angeles, earned a B.A. in Liberal Arts
from the University of Chicago in 1958 and an M.A. in Art
History in 1963. In 1965 he was named a Samuel H. Kress

Senior Fellow and, after studying art history in Paris,
returned to Chicago, earning his Ph.D. in Art History and

Aesthetics in 1969. He was also a student of Buddhist
teacher Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche and participated in the
Dharma Art Exhibits in Los Angeles and San Francisco in the
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early ‘80s. He has taught at Princeton, UC Davis in California
and the University of San Fran-cisco, and is a member of the
Founding Faculty of the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado.

He was the keynote speaker for the 13th annual American
Art Therapists Association and has been a featured presenter
at Esalen Institute, the Omega Institute and the Open Center
in New York. Author of numerous philosophical and cultural
essays, Arguelles is one of the originators of “Earth Day” (in
1974 the State of California commended him as the “Father
of the Whole Earth Festival” and honored his contribution to
the art and culture of California). His 1987 book The Mayan
Factor was an international bestseller that documented his

unraveling of the Mayan calendar code.

Arguelles advocates changing the Western calendar from the
Gregorian (named for Pope Gregory XIII) to a “13 Moon - 28

Day” calendar he says is a perfectly balanced solar/lunar
measure and would do no less than give the entire biosphere

a fresh new start and a shot at peace. “The Gregorian
calendar measures the earth’s orbit around the sun, but it’s
very haphazard and doesn’t give any real measure, so it’s

not a true solar calendar,” says Arguelles. On the other hand,
he explains that a strictly lunar calendar is only 354 days in

length and that, though most people associate the moon with
feminine attributes, societies who follow a lunar calendar

from new moon to new moon (such as the Chinese, Hebrew
and some Arab cultures) are the most patriarchal in the
world. In contrast, he says, “the Mayan were a sublimely

androgynous people and their calendars reflected that.” In
their heyday, the Maya used 17 different calendars!

It may sound radical but, in fact, such a reform was proposed
by the League of Nations (forerunner of the United Nations)

early in the 20th century, which considered three of 500
suggested entries. The 13 Moon - 28 Day Calendar was by

far the most popular—98% of 1,300 businesses polled
supported it. “The League proclaimed in 1930 that on Jan. 1,
1933 the world would have a new calendar,” says Arguelles.

“But the Vatican opposed it and mustered the support
needed to defeat it.” The two most significant calendar
reforms in history were the Julian (in 46-45 B.C., which

enabled Julius Caesar to convert Rome from a Republic to an
empire, and the Gregorian itself, in 1582 A.D., which is

identical to the Julian calendar other than in its calculation of
leap years. (The reform did result in the “loss” of 10 days

between October 5-16, 1582, though!) “The Julian-Gregorian
calendar was imposed as an instrument of power and as a

symbol of dominance by European conquerors over the
Maya, Inca and Aztec civilizations—all of whom used, among
other calendars, the 13 Moon/28 Day count,” notes Arguelles,
adding that it was also the calendar used by the Druids, the

Essenes and the ancient Egyptians (as the Calendar of
[Thoth])...

Enter Website r
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A calendar unites the people and the land.
Rich in celebration and tradition, calendars have long served as the

centerpoint of culture.

The 13-Moon Calendar has been followed for over 5000 years.

"We find evidence of its use as a prehistoric synchronic measure in the
remote past of China, Polynesia, and scattered across late neolithic

Europe and the Middle East." - Dr. José Argüelles, PhD

Around the globe we find breath-taking reminders of the monumental
role that calendars have played throughout human history.

Why are calendars so important?
What function do they serve in our lives?

The current world calendar:

• upholds a framework of standardized church, state, and global
marketplace activities

• defines the schedule of holidays and traditional cultural practices
• coordinates the worldwide socio-economic program

In essence, a calendar produces the faculty by which we operate, and
the lens through which we see...

What's wrong with the calendar we have?

The 12-month calendar is arbitrary and irregular, lacking any
correspondence to actual cycles of nature.
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Put simply by physicist Mark Comings:"The 12 month calendar has a cycle
that is contrary to and out of phase with the natural annual 13 fold
gravitational wave created by the Moon's orbit around the Earth."

This lack of harmony, though generally un-examined, has a profound
effect on the way we relate to the Universe we live within.

Movements of the Stars, Moons and Planets have eternally served
mankind as reference points for relating to the Nature of Time.

The current world calendar divides the year as if it were a 2-D circle.
360 degrees of a flat circle are portioned into 12 subsections of 30 degrees
each, giving us "30" day months. This method of calendrics dates back to
ancient Babylon and provides the template for the current 12-month
calendar and 12-hour clock (doubling the calculation, we get 24 hours and 60
minutes). The 12-month model for measuring time fails for the 365-day
year divided arbitrarily into 30-day months leaves 5 extra days!

How does it resolve this discrepancy?

Some of the months are 31 days, some 30, yet February gets 28 days,
except for an extra day once every four years (but not on centuries,

except those divisible by the number four).

"30 days has Septober. April, June, and no wonder. All the rest have peanut
butter, except my grandmother, who has a little red tricycle." -Mad Magazine,

circa 1958

Wonder why the months named September through December, which
literally mean 7-10, are actually months 9-12? What's in a name?

The system of 12 months and a corresponding 12 hour : 60-minute
clock, is known as the 12:60 timing frequency, and has yet to be proven as
a viable measure of time. This flat perception of time does not
correlate to any actual cycles of time! It is an artificial model of reality.
It is encoding humanity with a comprehension of the natural world as
disharmonious and non-coherent!

For example, today on the Gregorian calendar is Tues, December 3rd. What
day of the week will January 3rd be? What day of the week will
February 3rd be?

The 13 moon calendar
is an obvious and ancient way to structure the year.

13 cycles of 28 days describe the year perfectly,
with one day of renewal before the new year.

Perfect Periodicity
For every one time we go around the Sun,

the Moon goes around Earth 13 times.
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The year has already been divided by Nature-
13 'moon'ths of perpetual harmony.

The 12-month calendar hides the 13th moon. The number 13 is now
surrounded by superstition and is considered taboo; unlucky; evil. This
fear is reinforced by cultural antiquities like "friday the thirteenth."
Often buildings have no 13th floor, or avoid constructing a # 13 apt
unit. Why?

The ancient Maya had an entirely different relationship to the number
13, actually revering it at as the Key to Time itself. 13 is the Mayan
galactic prime number; the Force of The Universal Movement of
Creation.

Associated with the powers of endurance and
longevity, the ancient vertebrate Turtle has 13 scales
on its shell."The first calendar that North American
Indians ever had was Turtle's shell...The Earth
Mother, who was represented by the most fertile
creature of our planet, the Turtle, showed our
Ancestors how to mark the passing of each moon
cycle. Turtle's shell bore the 13 moons of the year
inside of a frame that formed the circle we call the
Sacred Hoop, or Medicine Wheel - representing the
relationship of all life to all life." -Author Jamie Sams

The name of "Turtle Island" to refer to Earth can
represent our planet swimming in waves of radiant solar

and cosmic energies.

"Without the Thirteenth Moon; without placing the Thirteenth Moon
back into our consciousness, we remain absolutely trapped in the

complexification of form. With the 13th we have the transcendence
and also the circulation of time." -Valum Votan

The pattern of women's fertility cycles averages the 28-day, 13 moon
ratio! Nature's rhythms live within us!

Why has the 13th moon been hidden from us? What is to be gained by
suppressing the creational principle of Mother Nature?

As prominent theoretical physicist Gerard J. Milburn reveals, "The aim of
modern science is to reach an understanding of the world, not merely

for purely aesthetic reasons, but that it may be ordered to our
purpose."
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Living under the guise of the 12-month calendar, we have come to
view nature as irrelevant - wilderness without intelligence, sentience,
or order. It is from this fundamentally flawed perception that humanity
attempts to progress 'beyond the limitations of nature.' In fact, it is
our model of nature that is flawed, not nature itself.

As a comprehensive reflection of nature, the 13-Moon Calendar is an
organization of creational elements that serves as a holistic tool for
ongoing participation in life's cyclic processes. If humanity wish to
produce harmony, we must use harmonic tools!

The 13-Moon Natural Time Calendar presents the Dreamspell - the
interlacing of the 13-moon, 28-day solar/lunar round with the 13-
Tone, 20-Tribe galactic spin.

13 X 20 = 260 distinct energies. This 260-day perpetual count is a
perfect model of harmony - a universal expression of Nature's order,
derived from the mathematics of the the ancient Maya. Referred to as the
Harmonic Module, (called Tzolkin by the Yucatec Maya) this galactic
count communicates the time ratios and patterns which unify our solar
system with other star systems, and with the emanations of life-force
from the center of the galaxy itself.

As a "galactic constant" the 260-day cycle does not correspond to any
known astronomical period, yet the number 260 functions as a cosmic
common denominator to synthesize the cycles of the Sun, Moon, Earth,
Mars, Mercury, and Venus. In essence, it is the key factor of all the
planetary periods. The 260-day cycle also corresponds to the human
gestation period of approximately 9 months, perfectly expressing its
power as a cycle governing the unfolding of creation! We also see 260
in macro-cycles such as the grand, 26,000-year precession of the
equinoxes, which author John Major Jenkins points out is like a
"collective, spiritual gestation for humankind." Even eclipses relate by
a number whose factor is 260! As Jenkins assures us in his insightful
book "Tzolkin" - the 260-day cycle has "multiple meanings," as it
applies to "celestial, biological, agricultural, mythological, and
chronological processes."
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"Tzolkin is the 'key' to both terrestrial and celestial processes. It's kind
of the common modulator or common denominator of
the two realms. This is how we can understand Mayan
astrology. They discovered the numerical and ritual key.
Most important in the astrology is the reference to the
human gestation period of approximately 260 days. As
such, our own basic and shared rhythm of unfolding is
seen to be intimately related to the cycles of the
planets, moon and sun. This is more than just planets
"influencing" us - rather we share the same rhythms of

unfolding that the planets do because, ultimately, everything springs
from the same source. Everything, on some level, has been imparted
by the same rhythm of unfolding and is therefore related by a form of
synchronistic correspondence." -Author John Major Jenkins

The harmonic numbers of the Tzolkin are as clear as our 20 fingers and
toes - digits with which to measure the universe. Our body's 13 major
joints, or articulations, move us through the universe. Through
movement and measure, we experience each other and ourselves as
the universe.

From a whole system perspective, time, humanity, and nature are
inseparable. Our physical and emotional bodies are moved by the same
lunar, solar and planetary forces. Where we appear separate in space,
we are unified in time.

When we structure our lives by the artificial rhythm of the clock and
12-month calendar, we expose our central nervous system, and

subsequently, our entire mental-emotional body to the frequency of a
machine.

Reknowned author and scientist Dr. Deepak Chopra, M.D., has presented
studies showing how:the stress of linear time contributes directly to an
acceleration of the physical aging process, inclusive of deterioration
and disease.

In modern industrial living, we wake up by the clock, we eat to the
clock - we plan our lives and live our days in accord to the clock. We
refer to the clock to program even our most basic of biological
functions!
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Quoting Mark Comings, Quantum Physicist: "The intrinsic folly of this
unnecessary yet widely promoted artificial dependance upon machine
technology is that it discourages the development of, and even serves
to hide the existence of, a vast spectrum of inner capacities - psychic,
mental, emotional and spiritual potentials - that lie dormant within the
biological human body in time."

According to Dr. José Argüelles, PhD.:"The simple and easiest way
to reprogram your daily awareness of the actual nature of

time is to follow the 13 Moon Calendar."

Free your mind

and your world will follow!

HOME / 13 MOON MISSION / PURCHASE / RESOURCES / WORLD PEACE
MOVEMENT / TESTIMONIALS / THE PROPHECY / FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

13moon.com ©2005 SkyTime 1-800-5
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13 Moon Natural Time Calendar

YEAR OF THE RED OVERTONE MOON
~July 26, 2010 - July 25, 2011~

Utilized by people in more than 90 countries,
the 13-moon/28-day calendar is a harmonious nature-based alternative

to the artificial and dysfunctional 12-month Gregorian calendar.
As a sacred template of time, it is facilitating a global paradigm shift

from the destructive materialist notion that “time is money”
to the life-affirming spiritual understanding that “time is art.”

As a universalized expression of the galactic mathematics
of the ancient Maya, this modern Dreamspell Calendar system
presents an energetic map of the Synchronic Order of Reality.

Offering a living language of symbol, number and color, this tool
provides all you need to empower your exploration of Natural Time!

Printed in full color, each of the 13 moons exhibits visionary art
portraying the sacred qualities of each 28-day cycle.

Complete with charts, inspiration, and indepth instruction,
this 15th year edition continues its magic as a comprehensive tool

for personal and planetary transformation.
Sure to be treasured by both new-comers

as well as seasoned followers of Galactic Time!

Calendar Features and Ordering Information!
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2012 Rainbow Bridge Meditation

The purpose of the Rainbow Bridge Meditation is to generate a telepathic wave of love that connects
ourselves with the center of the Earth, with the bipolar rainbow alternators that hold Earth's magnetic fields

in place, and with all of the other planetary kin who are doing the same meditation. By establishing this
world-wide telepathic Earth wave we are creating a matrix of communication which brings the noosphere -
Earth's mental envelope - ever closer into conscious manifestation. This matrix also provides a protective

field of genuinely positive thought vibrations meant to maintain Earth's resonant field in a state of harmony
and peace.

The goal of this annual meditation exercise is to actually manifest Earth's Rainbow Bridge - the day-night
alternators of Earth's magnetic field - by the closing of the cycle, Winter (North) Summer (South) solstice,

2012.

This Rainbow Bridge is the bridge of peace long prophesied that will permanently connect the third-
dimensional Earth with the fourth and higher dimensions, assuring a peace and harmony that will not be able
to be broken. In order that all beings may participate in this meditation whether or not they have ever heard

of the synchronic order, we offer this universal version of the Day Out of Time Rainbow Bridge World Peace
Meditation.

You may do this alone or in a group - early in the day is best, but whenever you do it is fine. If you are in a
group, gather in a circle if you can, seated on the ground or floor if possible, with your legs crossed. Take a
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few deep breaths, inhaling what is negative, transmuting that within yourself and then exhaling what is
positive and purifying. Then close your eyes. Visualize that you are in the center of the Earth. Then visualize

the giant octahedron crystal core. Four faces of the crystal end in a point along the North polar axis. The
other Four join at a point aligned with the South polar axis. Surrounding the giant octahedron crystal is the

Earth's inner membrane, like a drum resonating the surface of the outer Earth. The Northern half of the
crystal has two red and two white faces; the Southern half has two blue and two yellow faces.

Now you go inside the crystal.

In the center of this giant crystal is an intensely blazing point of white light. An etheric column or axis of
light extends North and South from the blazing center point through the tips of the octahedron going on to

the North and South poles at the Earth's exterior. Around this etheric vertical magnetic axis of light, are two
intertwined flux tubes through which plasmic energy is continuously passing. Coiled around each other like
the two strands of DNA, the flux tubes are red and blue in color. They deliver plasma -electrically charged

ions - to the blazing point at the center of the Earth.

Strung on the northern axis of this column of light with the two flux tubes wound around it is the red time
atom. Around the southern axis of light is the blue time atom. The red and blue polar time atoms turn in

opposite directions to each other, the red northern time atom in a clockwise direction, the blue southern time
atom in a counterclockwise direction. The time atoms consist of seven points: a center point two points at

either end of the vertical axis, and two points each -four points in all- equidistant to each other on either side
of the central axis. The six outer points of the time atoms are almost in the shape of a hexagon, a six-sided

figure.

The gravitational plane of the octahedron crystal, emanates horizontally out from the blazing luminous center
of the crystal, extending to the four points that mark the edges of the crystal, where the four northern and

four southern faces of the octahedron meet. The gravitational plane connecting these four points is like the
base of two pyramids - one pyramid extends from this base with four faces to the northern point of the

octahedron, and the other four faces to the southern point. Along this gravitational plane exactly opposite
each other are two more time atoms: a white one and yellow one. These two gravitational time atoms are

constructed just as the red and blue polar time atoms, except that their two axial points are aligned with the
gravitational plane, lying on their side as it were and perpendicular to the polar time atoms. These white and
yellow time atoms turn around like paddle wheelers making a slow circular motion, counterclockwise, from

left to right around the central point of blazing luminosity.

Once you have visualized the octahedron crystal core of the Earth with its eight faces, four time atoms,
etheric column of light and two flux tubes, then visualize that from the center of the crystal a great stream of

multicolored plasma filled light shoots up in both directions toward both of Earth's poles. Now you have
gone from the center of the Earth to a point out in space where you are seeing the whole Earth. While you

can still see the crystal octahedron at the center of the Earth, at the North and South poles the stream of light
shoots out to become a great double rainbow bridge -the day alternator and the night alternator of Earth's

magnetic field made visible. Two rainbow streams connect the North and South Poles of the Earth, exactly
180 degrees apart from each other. As the Earth slowly revolves on its axis, this rainbow bridge remains

steady and constant, unmoving.

Once you have completed the visualization take the whole Earth revolving beneath the rainbow bridge and
place it in your heart. Imagine the two streams of light shooting out through your central column above your
head and beneath your feet. Now they make a similar rainbow bridge around your body, holding your aura in

place.

Now you and the Earth are one. The Rainbow Bridge of World Peace is real.

There is a science behind all of this. What exists at first in the imagination, visualized by enough
people in a telepathic wave of love, will in time become a reality.

José Arguelles - Valum Votan
President - Foundation for the Law of Time
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Angels -- Their Origin, Nature & Purpose
From Ronna Herman, author of On Wings of Light, The Golden Promise, Scripting Your Destiny,

and Your Sacred Quest, and channel for Archangel Michael
The mission of angelic beings is to protect, nurture and guide Humanity. There are many diverse,
conflicting beliefs among the Different races, cultures and religions, but one thing they all have in
Common is a belief in angels, no matter what they call them.

Angelic Beings act as a transition team during times of great change, such as we are presently
experiencing. We are on the brink of a new millennium and humanity is coming of age. We are
expanding our consciousness beyond our own little environment as we begin to explore our solar
system and beyond.

If we will just open our minds and hearts to the possibility that angels exist and ask for their
assistance, they will inspire us, help us create health and abundance, and live in peace and joy. They
radiate unconditional love and will help us do the same. However, we must ask for their assistance
as we have free will and they will not infringe.

I never feel alone, I always have my angel friend beside me to give me guidance, wisdom and
comfort. Turn inward and ask, your guardian angel is waiting for you. Additional Background on
Angels Archangel Michael Seven Great Archangels Evolution of Angels First Ray of Divine Will
and Power Archangel Michael's Messages On Wings of Light The Golden Promise Your Sacred
Quest Scripting Your Destiny
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Some Additional Background on Angels
The Great Archangels represent the seven primary feelings, or Aspects and Attributes of The
Creator that must be developed within the nature of Humankind in order to attain Masterhood. They
bring forth the fuel (love energy) of God.

Three distinct types of Intelligent Life - Angels, Humanity and Elementals were brought forth to
unfold their God Natures on this special Planet Earth. Their combined energies were ordained to
weave the spiritual bridge to tie the Earth to the Heart of God.

The Angelic Host came forth under the direction of the Seven Great Archangels who came from the
Great Central Sun while the Elohim had prepared the Planets out of the primordial energy and
unformed Light Body of the Creator.

Archangel Michael
Through many succeeding cycles of time, as Ray after Ray provided The Pathway for the descent of
new Spirits, Lord Michael has remained as the Guardian Overlord of the Angelic Host, the
Elemental Kingdom and humanity. He shall not fold his Cosmic Wings about him to return home
until the final Angelic Being is freed, the last man is redeemed and the last Elemental returned to its
perfect state. This is the love of Lord Michael, who like many others, is a Prisoner of Love to the
life he serves. Archangel Michael is referred to as the greatest of all angels in writings throughout
the world, including Jewish, Christian and Islamic.

The Seven Great Archangels
The following is a list of the Archangels, their Divine feminine counterpart and their appointed

Seven Great Rays:

Ray Archangel Divine Counterpart
1 Michael Faith
2 Jophiel Christine
3 Chamuel Charity
4 Gabriel Hope
5 Raphael Mother Mary
6 Uriel Aurora
7 Zadekiel Amethyst

Evolution of Angels
Archangels reach their exalted position by first passing through human evolution in any System of
Worlds. They start as mere angels and, like the elementals, grow from the lower rungs of the ladder
of evolution through study, work and service. After they reach a certain stage, they do descend into
the world of form and like any other human being in that particular planet, work their way up,
eventually winning their ascension. This done, they return to their first estate as members of the
Angelic Kingdom.

An interesting example is that of Mother Mary, Mother of Jesus, who originally belonged to the
Angelic Kingdom. With her ascension, thirty years after Jesus' ascension, she assumed her previous
estate as the Twin Ray of Archangel Raphael, of the Fifth Ray.

The Archangels and Angelic Kingdom have broken their Cosmic silence for the first time in many
thousand years and opened the door to their realms of Consciousness and radiation to all those of
humanity who choose to accept their presence and their gifts.

Now, as the New Age is dawning on the Earth, with it comes a fiat from the Eternal to unite the
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Kingdoms of Angels, humanity and the Elementals in conscious cooperation in an endeavor to
fulfill the Divine Plan. In obedience to this Fiat, the Archangels are coming closer to us, bringing
not only THEIR LOVE, THEIR RADIATION AND THEIR SERVICE, but also a description of
their world, their works and activities, helping us to remember our heritage, lineage and from
whence we came.

The world of angels is a world of love -- a golden sea of pulsating, breathing, radiant flame. The
only way to actually experience their personal presence is through love --but this love must be
clothed in great inner peace and tranquility. Love, color, nature's perfume and the basic virtues of
God's feeling draw them like a magnet. The feeling world is the magnetic power that attracts the
angels. Faith, love and absolute obedience to their creator are their basic qualities.

Respecting human free will, they will never impose or interfere in the affairs of humanity. They are
only attracted to those who have faith in THEM, THAT LOVE THEM AND SEEK THEIR
COOPERATION.

Archangel Michael's Messages
Archangel Michael regularly provides messages through Ronna Herman. These messages of love
and hope can be experienced through:

• Ronna's books, the Once Upon A New World trilogy, On Wings of Light, The Golden
Promise, Your Sacred Quest, and Scripting Your Destiny

• Ronna's seminars being held throughout the world
• Annual subscriptions to Archangel Michael's messages
• Your own personal message given by Ronna when you purchase a book

Ronna regrets that she no longer has time to answer personal questions due to her busy schedule.
Some time ago, Archangel Michael said she was to spread his messages to the masses instead of the
few, and that is what she is endeavoring to do. However, you may still purchase a personal message
from Archangel Michael for $20 with the purchase of one of her books.

Archangel Michael and the "First Ray"
of Divine Will and Power

A true master of the "First Ray" walks softly, speaks his\her truth, is assertive, not aggressive, and
carries Archangel Michael's symbolic flaming sword of power and strength, tempered by love and
compassion

Accepting the gift of Lord Michael's sword of Divine will, truth and valor means always using god's
word and law to eliminate error and overcome adversity. It will guide and protect you as you move
through the shadows of illusion into the eternal light of truth.

After you have earned the right to, once again, use the energies of the "First Ray," you can activate
and enhance its powers by visualizing a ray of brilliant blue light, tinged with flames of deep red.
Bath yourself in this beautiful energy by standing in a beam of this Divine light. Use with
moderation, however, as this ray can be very intense.
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"On Wings of Light"
by Ronna Herman

On Wings of Light is about hope.
Author Ronna Herman has provided the world with this uplifting collection of channeled messages
from Archangel Michael.

In Ronna's book, Archangel Michael explains why we are here on planet earth, why the last five
years of this century are the most important we will ever live and how to be the masters we are in
these physical forms.

The messages in this book are positive and life changing. They help us understand who we
REALLY are and how to create our perfect realities.

Archangel Michael's messages in On Wings of Light are about love: love of self, love of life and
how to enjoy the experience of being an empowered spiritual human being. The book reaffirms our
belief in unity - and in miracles. Archangel Michael is made real on the book's pages so that readers
feel a tangible connection with his energy, his wisdom and his love.

How This Book Will Help You
In addition to receiving a personal message when purchasing the book, you will find that On Wings
of Light is an amazing oracle for everyday life. On any given day, simply have a question in your
mind and go to the book, opening it to the page YOUR ANSWER appears. This is a book to read
more than once - it's continually fresh and new.

Reading On Wings of Light will help you to:

• Learn how to create both personal and planetary abundance.
• Embrace your physical form and reclaim its perfection.
• Perfect your telepathic skills and tap into your higher wisdom.
• Break agreements from the past and release outmoded concepts.
• Experience loving meditations and exercises to assist you with body/mind and spiritual

integration.
• Receive "angel food" for the body and the soul.
• Learn how to resolve your relationship issues for the highest good of all concerned.
• Take back your personal power, your Divine birthright.
• Activate a loving relationship with your Soul Self.
• Create a trinity of consciousness between your subconscious, conscious and superconscious

minds in order to create your perfect reality; manifest your dreams and to assist you in
releasing old fears and phobias, habits and addictions.

• Learn about our ancient cosmic heritage and the first great Golden Ages.
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On Wings of Light will show you how to enjoy the experience of being a more evolved, heart-
centered human being. We are in a time of transition, an accelerated transformation process in
which more and more people are feeling an inner discontent. People are now speaking of their
paranormal experiences as we make contact with angelic beings, step through new dimensions of
awareness and tap into our higher consciousness.

We all have the ability to access our Higher Self and draw on a greater wisdom. We are all co-
creators, either of fear, lack and limitation; or of abundance, joy, peace and love.

On Wings of Light is about how to create your perfect reality, realize your highest potential, and
assist others to do the same by sharing your manifested dream. It is about unity and miracles, and
how to reach up and touch an angel.

Have You Ever Wondered...
Why our universe was created?

What are the universal laws?

What is God's plan for us?

Why are we here on earth?

Are there Guardian Angels?

Does God punish us?

Do we reincarnate?

What is the difference between prayer and meditation?

Do I have extra-sensory abilities and how can I develop them?

Archangel Michael answers these questions and many more. He also leads you through guided
meditations, and assists you in creating health and harmony in body\mind and spirit.

What Readers Say About On Wings of Light

"On Wings of Light is a beautiful gift to humanity. As a channel for Archangel Michael's loving
energy, Ronna has brought forth a collection of wonderful messages of hope and inspiration. These
jewels of wisdom leave footprints of light for us to follow and I could not recommend this book
more highly! Ronna is one of the finest channels in the country and I am very honored to call her
my dear friend."
Dr. Joshua David Stone, author of books including: The Complete Ascension Manual, Soul
Psychology, Beyond Ascension

Once Upon A New World trilogy
The Once Upon A New World trilogy books are love, adventure stories which also teach the
universal laws in a very simple straight forward way. The books are for geared to young adults and
adults who are not ready to read the more "heavy duty" spiritual books. Ronna chooses to call these
stories "metafiction," since although they are fiction, they are intertwined with a higher truth.

Readers will find that these stories give new meaning to why we are here on planet earth and where
we are going. They teach, in simple language, the Universal Laws and higher
truths that are so important to understand and apply masterfully during these
times of great change.

On Wings of Light
Archangel Michael's messages in On Wings of Light are about love: love of
self, love of life and how to enjoy the experience of being an empowered
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spiritual\human being. We are in a time of transition, an accelerated transformation process in
which more and more people are feeling an inner discontent. More people are speaking of their
paranormal experiences as we make contact with angelic beings, step through dimensions of
awareness, and tap into our higher consciousness.

We all have the ability to access our soul self, or higher self and to draw on the wisdom of the
creator. We are all co-creators, either of fear, lack and limitation, or of abundance, joy, peace and
love. On Wings of Light is about how to create your perfect reality, your version of paradise and
then sharing your manifested dream with others. It is about unity and miracles, and how to reach up
and touch an angel.

The Golden Promise
The Golden Promise answers so many questions about our past and
future.Author Ronna Herman has provided the world with this uplifting
messages to readers in this timeless collection.Book Two of messages from
Archangel Michael (Book One was On Wings of Light), provides many
exercises, meditations, and affirmations to help us release old, self-sabotaging
beliefs, and to replace them with empowering, life-changing thought patterns.

If you are ready for the next steps in your spiritual growth, this is the book for
you. In Ronna's book, Archangel Michael helps us to remember our Divine
origins and the glorious adventures we experienced while in Spirit form, and
also gently guides us each step along the path to mastery.

Your Sacred Quest
YOUR SACRED QUEST©, ARCHANGEL MICHAEL'S THIRD BOOK OF
MESSAGES, IS NOW AVAILABLE IN TRADE SIZE PAPERBACK.
Personally, I feel Your Sacred Quest and Scripting Your Destiny contain the most
important information that A.A. Michael has ever given us. Thousands of people
have proven that the techniques work and are a blessed gift if you are ready to
move out of victimhood into victory and self-mastery.
Love and angel blessings, Ronna

WHAT READERS SAY ABOUT YOUR SACRED QUEST:
"I have never read a more powerful book. As I read Archangel Michael's messages, I seem to automatically
release deep-seated blockages and a comforting sense of peace washes over me. My deepest thanks and
gratitude to Archangel Michael and you for "lightening" my path. A.B. "Your Sacred Quest delves deep into
the workings of the universe and helps us to understand our cosmic lineage. The information in your books
warms my heart, and gives me encouragement when I am feeling low and need to view things from a broader
prospective." R. T. "The messages in Your Sacred Quest have great integrity and substance, and are
ensconced in a loving energy envelope. The current energies are indeed a challenge for all of us to integrate,
but this is exactly what we have all dreamed of creating and experiencing. My profound thanks." C. R.

Scripting Your Destiny
Scripting Your Destiny incorporates all the information from our I AM
Mastery course, (which sold for $55), plus all the major techniques and tools
AA Michael has blessed us with over the past few years, as well as many
meditations and a compilation of some of his most powerful teachings. Also
included is The Ascension Energy System and the empowering symbols
from AA Metatron, AA Michael and other great Beings of Light. Use the
workbook alone or in conjunction with AA Michael's books of messages to
empower yourself and claim all the gifts of Spirit that he tells us are ours for
the taking. It will also serve as a wonderful teaching manual if you desire to
hold classes and share your gifts of Spirit with others.
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Archangel Micheal's Message

 PASSPORT TO ASCENSION
l

TRANSMITTED THROUGH RONNA HERMAN

PASSPORT TO ASCENSION

Beloved masters, the ascension process is initiated when you become aware that you are out of
harmony with your God-self and our Mother / Father God, which leads to a desire to make life
changes. Thus, a Divine discontent ignites within as you seek your own highest truth, and the desire
to transmute and release past transgressions begins which, ultimately, includes the process of
forgiving all others as well as yourself.

Maintaining a state of harmlessness is the foundation of the ascension process. Discord begins from
within and is triggered through misqualified thoughts. There are many levels and stages of
ascension: personal earthly ascension, whereby you gradually balance and harmonize your chakra
centers which in turn triggers the process of clearing your physical vessel and your auric field of
discordant energies. This begins the process of downloading the upper portion of your MerKaBa to
create a star tetrahedron, the MerKaBic field of Light. As you progress in consciousness and attain a
more refined resonance this basic field of Light will gradually transform into the MerKiVah, which
is the Light vessel of ascension. Thus begins the solar system and galactic ascension process for
humanity. Ultimately, we will experience the universal ascension process together. This phase of
ascension will take place in the far-distant future; however, we in the higher realms of existence
have had glimpses of this prodigious cosmic event and, we assure you, it is so magnificently
complex and awe-inspiring that it is beyond your present comprehension.

You, the Star Seeds on Earth at the present time, have a vast, rich and glorious past, and this critical
assignment on planet Earth is only one of the many important missions you have accepted in your
long journey into the great void of unmanifested space. Many of you answered the call from the far-
distant regions of the Omniverse in order to be a part of this universal experience. Before you began
your decent into density, I promised you that we would reunite when our universal assignment was
complete, and we would go forth together under the guidance and command of the Supreme Creator
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to the next glorious task of carrying out the mandate for the creation of new worlds and star
systems, perhaps, even a new universe.

The Essence of the Supreme Creator resides in your diamond-core God Cell deep within your
Sacred Heart which was placed there before you began your journey into physicality. The attributes,
virtues and qualities of God-consciousness were stored within the chakra system and a reserve of
Adamantine Particles were also placed within each chakra.

To advance on the spiral of ascension, you must take the Sacred Fire you personally need to become
a self-master; and then you must share your newly gained wisdom with others in order to proceed to
the next level of en-lighten-ment. This is a universal law, and if you do not share your Light and
your wisdom, the energy flow of God particles will gradually diminish. Pure motives and intention,
a loving attitude and a desire to live your truth as it has been revealed to you, along with a will to be
of service are vital if you are to traverse the spiral of ascension successfully.

You may advance slowly upon the path of evolution by connecting with and drawing forth the
Sacred Fire from your own God Self; however, you may call upon the ascended masters, the
archangels who are ever ready to assist you or any of the great Beings of Light you resonate with.
Ask them to overlight you with their qualities, virtues and attributes. This will put you on the path
of accelerated transformation and will help you to attain the necessary Light quotient to move to the
next level of God-consciousness. Your advancement on the path is carefully monitored by your
Higher Self. If the inner light of awareness shines too brightly too soon, it can be a strain on the
conscious mind and the ego desire body, thereby creating a battle for supremacy. Whatever energy
you draw forth, qualify and direct out into the universe becomes your sole responsibility and will
surely be returned to you some day, either in a positive or a negative form. This is the law of karmic
cause and effect.

Each soul draws forth a quantity of its God-Self essence in proportion to the life’s mission it
assumes for a particular incarnation. The choices you make as a physical entity with free will
determines how much of your storehouse of Sacred essence you will have access to and can benefit
from. Remember, the unconditional love you embody and project contains the formula for igniting
the Sacred Creator Fire within. You must be vigilant in maintaining an energetic signature/
frequency pattern of the highest resonance in order to assure a constant flow of the Sacred particles
of Creator Light from the higher realms.

Beloveds, we are rapidly clearing the way for you to become Divine messengers, inspired teachers
and initiates of a new way of existence. The Divine Rays which originated within the heart core of
the Supreme Creator are refracted Light of stupendous power, which has been stepped down and
refracted through the prism of our Father / Mother God’s consciousness via the Great Central Suns
of this universe.

Humankind has been living in the shadowlands since the sinking of Atlantis. Humanity gradually
forgot the source of their being, thereby sinking deeper into polarity; and thus the broad spectrum of
duality began. You will learn the lessons of life through experience, suffering or grace. Which will
you choose? You must clear out your emotional storehouse of the past, the old emotional grudges
and self-judgment that lower your self-esteem and empowerment.

Very few souls have been privileged to have access to the wisdom teachings of ascension which are
now being revealed. Before the Earth year 1930, the secret wisdom teachings were only given to the
most spiritually advanced souls by the ascended masters within the retreats and ashrams around the
world. These teachings were called ‘occult wisdom’ which means hidden or veiled. Also in1930 a
Divine dispensation was granted, which was the first time since the final sinking of Atlantis that the
knowledge of the individual I Am Presence was given to humanity; and the transforming energies
of the Violet Flame were accelerated in preparation for the forthcoming ascension process of
humanity and the Earth.
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As you learn to use the universal laws of manifestation, it is of vast importance that you discipline
the mind and clearly define what you wish to create, for as you assume the mantle of an empowered
Self-master, you will more readily create or become that which you focus on. In the past, your
desires, thoughts and intentions were foggy, unclear and unintentional, and were often influenced or
ruled by the sub-conscious or unconscious mind. The science of the soul will guide you along the
path of soul education and spiritual evolution. The wisdom teachings of today could be called a
passport for ascension. Pure motives and intention, a loving attitude and a desire to live your truth
as it has been revealed to you, along with a desire to be of service are vital if you are to traverse the
spiral of ascension successfully.

What good is information if you do not use the knowledge to gain wisdom, thereby assisting you to
draw forth more Sacred Fire or God Particles of Creation, the full-spectrum Metatronic Light which
contains stepped-down Supreme Creator Light, instead of the half-spectrum primal life force
substance that has been available to earthlings since darkness put a cloud over humanity’s
consciousness and your life-force was greatly diminished?

True spirituality means adhering to the living truth and is not practiced just one or two hours a week
as in done in most religious ceremonies. It is an incessant burning desire to be in constant
communion with Spirit. Humanity must move past the shallow waters of orthodox worship into the
mystical river of life. Akashic records are vibrational patterns–positive or negative–which are stored
within the cosmic library which contains the total history of creation.

White fire God cells, called Adamantine Particles, are the essence of your Being. That is what is
referred to in the saying ‘You were made in God’s image.’ Each of you must learn how to draw
forth the Sacred Fire containing Adamantine Particles of Light necessary for your ascension, and for
the ascension of the Earth as well. The ascension flame must come through the hearts of men and
women like you in order to be accessible and beneficial to the Earth and humanity. The more
Adamantine Particles you draw forth from the cosmic river of life, activating them with your own
precious gift of love and then allowing the major portion to flow through you out into the world of
form, the more your allotment will increase and the more god-like you will become. Through you,
the Light and power is blended with your earthly essence and stepped-down or transmuted to
acceptable frequencies to be used by humanity and also to be integrated into the Earth. Through
your efforts, this Divine elixir of life is now available to the animal kingdom in a greatly modified
way, and it will also be used by the devic and elemental kingdoms to nourish and replenish the
nature kingdom. It is important that you understand, the rays of Creator Light nourish and sustain
all Creation. The Sacred Sites around the Earth were fueled with the cosmic energy within the great
crystalline spires which were implanted in strategic places around the world when it was first
created. You, the Star Seed, are now the living sentinels of Light who are acting in the capacity of
Bearers of the Living Light.

Light Packets which contain advanced information which is sometimes difficult to decipher are
being down-loaded to those who have begun the process of unifying the Sacred Mind and the
Sacred Heart. In time, this will become a normal process; however, for the time being, you must
allow yourselves time to turn inward and contemplate what is being given to you so that you can
transform the knowledge into wisdom and integrate that which rings true to you. You must then put
your newly-found wisdom into action which will gradually enhance your Light quotient and will
add a new vibrational pattern to your Soul Song. Ask yourself this question before your sleep time:
What have I contributed this day to the human/earthly storehouse of wisdom and loving energy?
Living in a state of harmlessness in the NOW moment is your goal. Remember, with greater gifts
comes greater responsibility.

As you become more proficient as cocreators on the earthly plane, you must constantly monitor
your energy patterns and seek to upgrade them. You must strive for sustained harmony and refined
godly expression. You must liberate the power of the Sacred Fire within which has lain dormant for
many thousands of years. You must learn to direct and focus your energy into the areas of your life
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you wish to change. By establishing and constantly upgrading your Creator Wheel of Life, you are
planting the seeds of focused change and you are supplying the Sacred Fire of Creation needed to
manifest what you have envisioned. When you can do this proficiently, your personal world will
become a wonderland, and you will become a beacon of Light for all to see.

Beloveds, these are times of momentous change, and it is a wonderful opportunity for those like
you to shine your Light. Do not let others discourage you. Follow your heart and allow Spirit to be
your guide. We are ever near to inspire and support you. In you we are well pleased, I AM
ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

Transmitted through Ronna Herman * Copy freely and share. However, I claim the universal
copyright for this article in the name of Archangel Michael. WE OFFER ARCHANGEL
MICHAEL’S MESSAGES ON OUR WEBSITE AS A GIFT; HOWEVER, WE DO APPRECIATE
YOUR DONATIONS TO HELP DEFRAY OPERATING EXPENSES AND POSTAGE FEES FOR
THE FREE LOVE PACKETS WE SEND AROUND THE WORLD.
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"Empowering Our New Earth Community"

sound healing, self-empowerment, music, meditation, metatron, brain wave frequency CDs

Just like you, I was searching for healing and answers to my life long haunting questions, too.
Then something wonderful and amazing happened. Through my training and research, as a
musician and spiritual energetic healing practitioner, I was asked and guided by a very high
level of consciousness known as Archangel Metatron, to record a series of electro-magnetic
harmonic frequencies. Much to my surprise and dis-belief, I discovered that by stimulating
and harmonizing your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies with these totally

unique combinations of Metatron's (both ancient and new) earth/brain sync audio
technologies it will rapidly accelerate your healing and ascension processes.

Click here to find out what others are saying about this amazing system
.

Overview of CDs # 1-3 - All the Metatron tones on each CD has been created and recorded with an
electromagnetic frequency generator, according to Archangel Metatron’s mathematical formula that was
channeled to me.

The are a blend of cosmic electro-magnetic frequencies gifted directly from the Central Sun. These
frequencies or tones cannot be created by any musical instrument on Earth at this time. They have not been
on this planet in nearly 26,000 years. They are cyclical, as is the 2012 alignment with the Central Sun. I have
been guided to layer them with the Christ frequency... channeled to me from Archangel Metatron.

Metatron describes the Christ Frequency as, "stimulates all the master glands, especially the thymus gland
(high heart chakra) and pineal gland. It will awaken and strengthen the connection to all dimensional levels of
creation. These harmonic combinations work very strongly with third eye expanded awareness and crown
chakra Creator Consciousness. The heart feels these tones and hears the angelic realm.

To enhance the beneficial therapeutic affects, I was guided to add the Earth/Brain sync frequencies (Delta,
Theta, lower Alpha) along with, the pineal gland stimulation frequency for improved intuition and spiritual
connection. These rapidly help connect left-right half of the brain for greater clarity, rapid learning and whole
brain functionality.

Metatron says, "These specific frequency combinations were created and designed to produce brain wave
frequencies, similar to your more advanced star brothers and sisters in the universe, allowing the human
mind to expand beyond it's normal capacity. Your DNA and High Heart will be fully activated to balance and
harmonically align, like never before, with Mother Earth, feminine, masculine, crystaline and cosmic
frequencies. All levels of creation benefit and rejoice in this long awaited moment!”

I ask, "How does this affect the human emotional, mental and spiritual bodies?"

Metatron replied, "The physical becomes very balanced and tranquil at the cellular level. Peace overcomes
the nervous system. They are the tones the nervous system resonates to. The outer bodies recognize these
frequencies because of the many travels the soul has been through and is comfortable with them. They
resonate at a vibratory level that is soothing to the human specie for advancement mentally. A human can
feel at peace, comfortable and protected… far removed from any fearful limiting thought patterns. These
vibrations facilitate the highest of collective thought waves and provide the connection to Creator Divine
Mind.

Overview of CD #4 - Harmonically merging with The All That Is

Many scientists, prophets and mystics have all said that, "Creator is in everything and is everything." We
exist inside a totally electromagnetic medium. Not just an "electromagnetic environment" in our own space;
instead, it's an electromagnetic conscious environment in hyperspace. Everything exists in harmonic balance
and therefore comprises the internal structure of the electromagnetic medium. It's all alive. There is nothing
but life. The electromagnetic medium is pure Divine Consciousness.

The mathematically perfect harmonic values in this session will reconnect all the cellular, emotional, mental
and spiritual levels of awareness and intercommunication by completely balancing and harmonizing them,
much like a precision tuned instrument.

Metatron describes his harmonic cosmic frequencies as, "The harmonic frequency values are one of the
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keys to human cellular regeneration that prepares and will enhance the long awaited ascension activations
for Mother Earth and Humans alike.”

Metatron says, “Everything already exists on the planet for rapid and instant healing. Your DNA has changed
to finally activate this level of awareness.  It is only now that humans are, once again, able to achieve and
sustain this consistent level of vibration and harmonic balance in all the physical and energetic bodies."

With the next tones Metatron explained, these harmonics are now resonating with the Merkaba and the
movement of it’s light body vehicle. Later he said, “The physical rejuvenation for cellular healing starts to take
place at the 10th harmonic tone.

As the tones progressed up Metatron's mathematical frequency scale he explained that, "At this level the
crown opens beyond it’s normal limits and the group may feel a strong pull as it expands. The higher tone is
the heavenly tone that brings peace to all the bodies. This level allows the human specie to know within their
heart of hearts that there is life beyond, like you are on the edge of the Universe and One with The All That
Is!

From these frequencies many will start to receive specific individual messages or conscious downloads in
what sounds much like a Morris Code. Each will be heard in their own fashion and never the same twice. No
matter how many times you listen to them. You are tapping into the Infinite Divine Mind.

The last chord on CD 4 is comprised of perfect mathematical harmonic overtones derived from the Universal
Love Frequency… blended together… 5 above and 5 below the high heart chakra frequency… to complete
the perfect balance of Unity and Divine Love Consciousness. As they would say in numerology, 11 is the
Master Number.

The M-Power Me CD (Entering the New Earth Dream) - is a stand alone healing and re-
programming tool, but actually makes the perfect addition to Archangel Metatron's powerful frequency
healing & ascension system. M-Power Me provides the tools you need now in creating YOUR Heaven On
Earth. A joyous life filled with Peace, Love and Abundance. All the CDs in the Archangel Metatron Healing &
Ascension Series and the new M-Power Me CD contain the best of brain wave entrainment frequencies,
newly channeled Metatron Cosmic Frequencies, meditation, hypnosis, prayer, mantras and unconscious
mind re-programming. Our research shows that most other self-help systems and programs could require
purchasing about 10-12 individual healing CDs to get what you get with the M-Power Me CD alone. Or
purchasing dozens of other self-help and/or healing books, CD series and study courses costing you
hundreds to thousands of dollars and, possibly, many months and years to complete.

Spirit tells me, repeated listening over a period of 21 days will totally reboot, reprogram the user and activate
a higher level of empowerment and increased functionality in the actual mechanical interfaces of the various
parts of the brain.

This to be exact: Our body, a bio-computerized vehicle, uses a complex bio-energetic system to convert
specific electro-magnetic frequencies into our physical experience from our energetic mental, emotional,
spiritual bodies and the collective Divine Mind (All That Is). Our bio-energetic hard drive, as a whole, contains
within it master programs that continually monitor high memory and temporary memory (RAM) , regulates,
and communicates with every function and cell of our energetic bio-computer vehicle. In a nut shell, our bio-
energetic hard drive must be defragged and the processor must be upgraded and re-programmed to allow
the combined New Earth vibrations and higher cosmic frequencies to be processed more efficiently.
Empowering one to freely co-create and live abundantly within our 5th Dimensional New Earth Community.

Hello! My name is Earl B Hall, and in 2003 I created a comprehensive program—now used by thousands of people
around the world—centered around Archangel Metatron's remarkable Earth/Brain sync audio technology.

This program will accelerate your mental, emotional, and spiritual growth in ways that will absolutely amaze you.

* Creates states of deep meditation and gives you the benefits of long-term, deep meditation, but much more
quickly. Boosts intelligence and creativity
* Dramatically lowers stress—raises your threshold for what you can handle coming at you from the world.
* Creates new levels of self-awareness and inner peace.
* Heals unresolved emotional issues at the deepest level, including anxiety, depression, anger, substance-abuse, fear and
many other dysfunctional feelings.
* Guaranteed... or your money back!

Many of you may know me as the founder of Atlantis Health & Ascesnion. What you may not know about are the many
miraculous healings and spiritual awakenings that have taken place around the world by thousands of people utilizing
the Archangel Metatron Healing & Ascension CDs series. NOTE: This is not just another traditional sound healing
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session. This combination of frequencies has never been available to humans ever before in recorded history!

"First, Let me say a very big "THANK YOU!" Your CDs are most outstanding!!!! I have been practicing meditation for
over 8 years now and NEVER, NEVER, have I gone to a place of such joy and bliss. You have an ascension tool that all
mankind must experience!” Andre Williams, Lancaster, Tx.

Previously, the combination of these channeled frequencies (electromagnetic tones) and scientifically proven brainwave
therapies were made available to the public as an amazingly powerful self-help healing and ascension tool. Many body
workers, energy healers, counselors, chiropractors, physiologists, and even some medical doctors have added them to
their practice to enhance their work with truly astounding results.

"All I can say about these CDs is Wow! Wow! Wow! I have not experienced physical healing this deep in a long time. I
have chronic pain in my back which has improved dramatically since I have been using the CDs at least once daily. This
was just what I needed in my life right now  :-) .  I cannot thank you enough."  Claudia McNeely

Since completing the recordings several years ago, I have made many new discoveries regarding their use. The client
feedback from around the world has validated what I had only assumed or has far surpassed even the comments that
Archangel Metatron originally made about their use and affect on humans. Why… because the new energies that are
coming into the planet, at this time, have not been here for nearly 26,000 years prior to this. Plus, humans have never
gotten this far before in their evolutionary history… not even in Lemuria and Atlantean times! This is the unfolding of
the Grand Human Experiment! Are you sure you are prepared?

• Experience a chakra clearing and opening that is more powerful than anything you have ever felt before… this
includes all the new chakras!!

• Feel your body releasing old physical, emotional, mental, spiritual blockages and negative energies that you
thought you had cleared years ago.

• Sense a startling awakening to your next level of ONENESS with the All that Is… even if you think you have
gone as far as you can go.

• Tear down the remaining veils of illusion… create a more intimate contact with the Spiritual Hierarchy, your
guides, angels and higher self!

• Finally there is a real solution to completely releasing the root causes of those lingering aches, pains and
physical dis-ease.

"Earl, I have been using your CDs for close to a year now and have witnessed many 'miracles'. I do deep emotional
trauma work to help often women overcome deep hurts. When I have the cosmic sounds CD on, the effect of 'cleansing'
is visible after the session. Their faces look lighter as if a dark cloud was lifted away. This has happened multiple times.
I have used the Metatron's harmonics personally when I had a sore throat and could see and feel the throat 'infection' lift
whilst meditation on the pharyngitis. In another instance - a patient of mine walked into the room when I had this on in
the background and said the power in the room was so great she felt like she had walked into a energy field. Also, I
have a patient who is battling cancer and used the Christ frequency CD. She woke up the next morning and was very
clear. She said, “Now I realize I have been living in a box"... "I have never been so grateful, so filled with love and
gratitude". WOW! Thank you! Dr. (full name withheld for professional reasons) Australia

There are no accidents. This is your chance to experience the how, why, when and benefits of this amazing new gift
from the archangel realm and my years of dedicated scientific research on brain wave therapies.

I "felt" some very high beings, they were all around me. I knew I'd gone to a different place, and I think it may have
been a higher dimension. I didn't want to come back, really! Since using your cds, I have noticed a greater capacity to
"suddenly know" things from out of the blue. And, it's funny, my knees *do* feel like they've been worked on” , Shelly
Hatfield, Seattle Wa.

Make the ascension process easier on yourself. Fully ignite the Divine Light within yourself and be harmonically
aligned with the earth shaking, and sometimes bone jarring, new vibrations flooding Mother Earth and our
consciousness. It doesn't have to be that hard. If I can do it anyone can.

Get the most out of these powerful gifts from the Archangel Realm. Now for a limited time
only, order the complete Metatron Frequency Healing & Ascension 4 CD system and I'll send
you the NEW M-Power Me CD absolutely FREE! That's a $39.95 value that will ultimately pull

all the clearing and reconnection work together for you and assist you with creating your
New Heaven on Earth. Plus, I am always available for additional support and counseling, if

needed, by email with the purchase of the entire 4 CD system . You are worth it! This amazing
4 CD healing and re-connection system comes with a full 6 month unconditional money back
guarantee. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain! Click here to learn more.Click

here to find out what others are saying about this amazing system of healing and
empowerment.
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treatment, and it appears that Lapacho can be used successfully in conjunction with
ongoing medical therapy. Some report that the tea appeared to increase effectiveness of
chemotherapy with a parallel decrease in deleterious side effects when Lapacho tea is
used.

Buyer Beware
The old Roman phrase, caveat emptor- - let the buyer beware, is applicable when buying
Lapacho, Pau d'arco or Taheebo. As with many newly discovered helpful treatments, Lapacho
is being marketed and used, often without appropriate background info. Unscrupulous
suppliers have found it very profitable to grind up both the inner and worthless, bitter outer
bark, and sometimes the entire tree, often without regard as to whether or not it was the
correct Lapacho tree. This adulterated or even worthless material is shipped to unwary
American packagers and is sold to the public as Pau d'arco, Taheebo, Ipe Roxo or Lapacho.
Fortunately, there is also very high quality Lapacho in the U.S.

One clue to look for when shopping and comparing prices is to see if they
recommend boiling the tea for at least 20 minutes. If they don't, chances are they

are not very well informed either. I found this to be true with nearly every bulk
importer that I encountered over the years.

* I know exactly where our pau d'arco comes from and what is in it... ONLY the
100% pure inner lining of the bark is used. Our Pau D'arco tea is manufactured by a

Brazilian government quality controlled nutriceutical company.

This is a composite list of the various diseases and afflictions these research articles
have mentioned when discussing Pau d'Arco. (Bibliography below)

CANCER - All Types Energy Increase Polyps

Anemia Fistula Prostitus

AIDS Fungus Diseases Pyorrhea

Allergies Gastritis Rheumatism

Arterial Sclerosis Gonorrhea Ringworm

Asthma Granuloma Annulare Smokers Cough

Blood Deficiency Hodgkin's Disease Spleen Infection

Bronchitis Infection Stomatitis

Candida Albicans Inflamation Syphilis

Candida Trichophyton Kidney Diseases Tonic

Circulation Problems Leukemia Ulcers

Colitis Liver Disorders Varicose Veins

Constipation Lupus Viruses - All Types

Diabetes Pain Relief Warts

Eczema Parkinson's Disease Yeast Infection

          Aneurysms                          High Blood Sugar              Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
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Working With Angels
Our delightful fascination with angels grows daily. Ordinary people speak openly about how angels
have assisted them, stories of angelic intervention and inspirational artwork is everywhere. Interest
in angels transcends language, culture and boundaries. Why are so many people inviting angels into
their lives? It seems the angelic realms are set to guide us more than ever before, this is due to the
vast planetary changes as Mother earth and humanity undergo this spiritual evolution which will
awaken our ‘higher’ heart chakra ready to manifest the foretold ‘New Golden Age’ when angels will
walk once more with men.

About the Angel Essences
This wonderful essences range was made just like our other angel ranges ‘Archangel’ and ‘Children
of the Angels’ at the request of the angels. We take great care in making our extraordinarily
beautiful essences. They are natural and handmade with love and in a calm focused meditative state
of mind. They are created in a clear quartz crystal singing bowl which is harmonically tuned to the
crown chakra note of B. The base of each angel essence is distilled activated healing water. By
attuning to the crystals and invoking the angels to imprint the pure distilled water each sacred angel
essences captures via the crystal kingdom the positive spirit of the angelic crystal devas. The
information on each essences comes directly from a Soul-engaged perspective. Each of the Angel
essences is a magical catalyst for change and transformation. Each Angel essences has a
consciousness of its own which creates when used an auspicious field of emerging-light. The Angel
essences are significant ‘tools of light’ which have been specifically designed for therapists,
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kinesiologists, reflexologists, Reiki healers, dowsers, and integrated medicine practitioners and
those who wish to simply work more closely with the angelic realm. The Angel essences aid
spiritual evolution and ‘Light Body Activation’ by releasing and transmuting with love karmic,
ancestral and emotional imbalances at a deep cellular level. Focused intent is the most powerful
way of familiarising yourself with each essence. Affirmation on the desired outcome of the angel
essence is always beneficial. As is using the essence over a longer period of time whilst affirming
the energy to be with you all day. To immerse yourself in the healing energy of the angels simply
use the essence every day. You can use two or three essences together but it is more powerful to use
one essence at a time.

The Angel Essences

1.ANGEL OF LIGHT (Archangel Seraphiel)
Healing and Angelic Protection
Creates a harmonious, sacred, safe, healing environment. Clears and releases spaces with
built-up negative emotional, psychic and mental energies. Use for healing, angelic attunement
and meditation practice. This essence has also been successfully used for clearing crystals of
stagnant energy and clearing homes of geopathic stress.

2. ARCHANGEL MICHAEL'S EMPOWERMENT
Angelic Protection
Brings freedom, releases fears, strengthens your faith, provides inner fortitude and courage.
This essence brings immediate practical assistance, giving you protection from physical and
spiritual dangers. It strengthens the immune and meridian systems and activates the Hara
centre. Archangel Michael is known as the 'Prince of Peace'.

3. GUARDIAN ANGEL
Attune to Your Guardian Angel
An amazing joyful encounter awaits you. This unique essence invokes the presence of your
Guardian Angel by activating your Angelic chakra. This attunement brings love, warmth and
an overwhelming sense of peace and well-being. Angelic communion is enhanced.

4.ANGEL OF ASCENSION - (Archangel Metatron)
Cosmic Consciousness and Light Body Activation
This amazing essence creates a vortex of energy which aligns all the chakras on the physical body
and activates the 8th to 14th transcendental chakras above the head. Use for heightened meditation
practice, light body activation and spiritual evolution.

5. ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL'S DREAM
Angelic Healing
The blessings, mercy and compassion of Archangel Raphael and his legions of
healing Angels gently bring healing into wholeness for body, mind, spirit, soul and relationships.
He carries a cup of healing balm with a five-pointed star design. Raphael's energy is very peaceful
and healing, but he has the power to cast out demons! He is also known as the chief of the
guardian angels. Use his essence to clear any negative energy!
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world have been waiting for.
realm. This pictorial metaphysical encyclopaedia is what crystal lovers all over the
understand information that will help you enjoy the beauty and benefits of the mineral

stones effects on the spiritual, emotional and physical self. Whether you are a beginner
chakra correspondences, and which stones work best together. Also considered are the
you about each mineral’s scientific properties, history and lore, elemental energies,
and their uses for spiritual awakening and self-healing.The Book of Stones can teach

Encompassing over three hundred separate entries, each with vivid colour photographs
minerals, gemstones and their metaphysical energies that has yet been written.
The Book of Stones is the most-in-depth, definitive guide to the world of crystals,

Want To Know A Lot More About Crystals?

and essays written by both authors, this book takes you deep into the world of stones

or an experienced practitioner, The Book of Stones can give you clear, easy-to-



Moldavite

 Starborn Stone of Transformation

by Robert Simmons

For 20 years now, I’ve been a stone lover, trader, learner and teacher, exploring the mineral
kingdom and its synergistic relationship with human beings. The stone that started me on my path
–– actually pulled me kicking and screaming into a spiritual life –– was a curious green material
called Moldavite.

Moldavite is a member of the Tektite group, a glassy mixture of silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide
and other metal oxides. Its crystal system is amorphous. The color of most specimens is a deep
forest green, though some pieces are pale green and others, especially those from Moravia, are
greenish brown.

Moldavite’s formation coincides with the crash of a large meteorite in what is now the Bohemian
plateau of the Czech Republic, approximately 14.8 million years ago. Most specimens are found
strewn throughout that area.

The force of the impact explosion has been estimated at six trillion megatons, far more than all the
atom bombs on Earth. The heat was high enough to vaporize rock, and the main body of the
meteorite is believed to have passed completely through the Earth’s crust, penetrating into the liquid
iron at the planet’s core. This deep impact is said to have disturbed the currents of rotating liquid
iron enough to cause the reversal of Earth’s magnetic poles.

Throughout history, Moldavite has been regarded as a spiritual talisman. In modern times,
Moldavite has emerged as one of the stones most prized for metaphysical purposes. Its effects vary
widely, from mild to almost overwhelming, from physical cleansings to spiritual breakthroughs —
yet the common denominator seems to be the revitalization and acceleration of one’s path of
personal evolution.

People who hold Moldavite for the first time most often experience its energy as warmth or heat,
usually felt first in one’s hand and then progressively throughout the body. In some cases, there is
an opening of the heart chakra which is characterized by strange (though not painful) sensations in
the chest, an upwelling of emotion and a flushing of the face. This has happened often enough to
have been given a name — the Moldavite flush.

Moldavite’s energies can activate any and all of the chakras. Its vibrations tend to focus in areas
where one has blockages or wounds, first clearing these areas and then moving into resonance with
one’s entire energetic system.
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Moldavite offers the promise and carries the potential for assisting one in fully awakening the
intelligence of the heart. Through the heart’s electromagnetic field and its accompanying field of
unmeasurable subtle energies, we can directly perceive the conditions of other people and the
world. The heart’s field resonates to all-that-is, from atoms to galaxies, from individual soul to
cosmic consciousness. And the heart not only perceives — it also changes conditions. Through the
heart’s will, it is possible to alter reality, and, knowing this, one has the responsibility of willing the
highest good in each moment without knowing what form it will take.

Moldavite is a powerful aid for meditation and dream-work. In both cases, taping a piece of
Moldavite to the forehead can have the effect of creating a much more vivid and visionary inner
experience. Moldavite increases one's sensitivity to guidance and one’s ability to discern the
messages sent from the higher realms. Moldavite can be a powerful catalyst for self-healing,
clearing blockages and opening the meridians, as well as energizing the interconnections between
all aspects of one’s etheric, astral, causal and physical bodies.

Moldavite is a talisman of spiritual awakening, transformation and evolutionary growth.

The Book
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Your primary task at this time, is to learn how to quickly and easily access Universal
intelligence to facilitate the changes that are necessary in your own personal energy
matrix and that of the planetary grid.

Are you Ready to Access this Knowledge?

Our DNA Activation soundscapes are the next evolution in sound healing/transformation that
will provide a platform which illuminates the collective energy pool available for all who desire to drink of
this nectar. Your DNA contains the blueprint for the potential of your unfolding divinity -- the
supervital state of our next evolutionary cycle of wo/mankind. DNA acts as a receiver and a transmitter,
much like glowing fiber optic telephone lines of higher intelligence and information that connect us to our
neighbors, the World and to the Universal Matrix of Energy. When you connect your consciousness to
your DNA using directed INTENT, you can literally Light Up the pathways throughout all the myriad
dimensions that you are and are connected to.

INFO ON THE CREATORS OF THIS WORK
AND SLIDESHOWS OF THEIR STUDIOS AND LIVE EVENTS

There was a time in our history where mental body development through book learning and academic
studies was necessary and important to develop the intelligence and higher cognitive functions of the
species. There are not enough hours in the day anymore to assimilate the labyrinthian amount of data
that seems to be required in order to keep up with the accelerating pace at which the world is moving.
We desire quicker methods to absorb, assimilate and most importantly discriminate the quality and
usefulness of the information we process and receive in order to empower our lives and our growth on
many levels in the most effective and efficient ways possible. We have learned by building computers and
creating software that easily downloads into the CPU (brain) to increase the capability of our personal
computers. Our DNA is infinitely capable of the same process when one understands how to tap into that
ability. Sound/frequency/vibration transcends the perceived boundaries between dimensional
planes of existence. When one learns how to direct ones consciousness to merge with sound and then
travel with that sound, one is then able to communicate with multidimensional realms of reality.

DNA is a bridge between Matter and the Divine. It is the gateway through which
Spirit emerges into form. It is a multi-dimensional portal to the superluminal field

of the 12 dimensions and beyond. ~Shapeshifter

Sound is the carrier for connecting the information between all dimensional realms and when
you learn how to shift the focus of your conscious awareness to merge with the sound, letting go of the
physical/3D aspects of things and Become the Sound, gateways and portals will open up to you and
knowledge will unfold from within allowing you to create your dreams and visions into Reality.

Are you Ready to Dream your Dreams into Reality?

• Many know there are ways to awaken our higher potentials; to utilize more than 10% of our brain
power and to access more than 3% of our DNA. The best kept secret is that it is literally an
"inside job!" One in which you are in control of.

• Get off the treadwheel of doing, learning, amassing knowledge and taking endless workshops,
classes or courses. Learn how to absorb and process information vibrationally and
multidimensionally.

• Learn to trust your heart and gut feelings: be awake to your experience. Allow synchronicity
and intuition to guide your path.

• Is your dominant desire to recreate your personal history
and view of the world; to live free from limitation and
open up to infinite realities...

Are you Ready to Wake Up, Remember Who You Are
and Unlock your Dormant Potentials?

The healing & transformative effects of sound have been used for
centuries. The advanced technology used in our musical
soundscapes allows for the vibrational attunement of frequencies
that bypass the conditioning and resistance of the ego mind. These
soundscapes evolved from a loving intent to assist mankind
throughout the current transformational cycles unfolding on the
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planet. The vibration of the planet is accelerating and this work, of global importance, is to support
individual potential in stepping into and claiming personal power.

NOW IS THE TIME TO EVOLVE

Money Back Guarantee
These DNA Soundscapes will accelerate your Spiritual Path, while allowing you to be
productive and effective in the 3D world. We stand behind this work and behind you in your
expanding self. We are here to assist you throughout this journey in many ways. With over 20 years of
proven results along with ancient knowledge behind this work, we believe in the power it carries to
expand potentials and open up the continuity of flow in your life. There is great value in stimulating the
brain and amassing knowledge. But the KEY to the continued existence of the planet as a whole and in
support of the thriving, prosperous, joy-filled and loving beings who inhabit her is accessing the
CREATIONAL ENERGY that defies any thought or action that limits our divinity.

There is no technique!

The courage to pursue dreams lies in believing they are real!

Beyond that -- we need only to get out of the way and let them unfold.

We are multidimensional beings with layer upon layer of potential.

The gauge for how much of our potential is awakened is the magnitude of love and fullness of joy that
flows through us each and everyday, no matter what task we may be doing or involved in at the time.

We came into this existence pure, Light-filled and free from all limitations. We were connected to our joy;
in touch with the expression of our feeling nature; without fear in the willingness to try something new,
to grow and to learn. We were FREE to just BE.

The memory of that state of being
and the cellular ability to renew and restore

inherent perfection and wholeness is within you.

We are all a product of our thoughts.

Are you Ready to Quiet the Ego's Chatter
and Listen to the Still Small Voice Within?

The circumstances, limitations, obstacles and feelings of our current reality have been called forth
according to the preconditioned view of society imposed upon the thinking mind.

What is DNA Activation?

It is a process of awakening dormant potentials within the multidimensional human DNA
codex.

Why does someone want to Activate their DNA?

Because you are aware that there is more potential within you than you have been able to access and
bring forth into manifestation.

Evolution, by its very nature is not always what
you expect.

How do the DNA Activation LevelOne soundscapes assist me in this process?

Sound is the fabric of our entire existence. Each of us represents our own personal symphony of sound.
Each individual life could be scored like a movie soundtrack. Many are stuck in a groove playing the same
old song with slight variations, over and over and over again throughout the entire course of their life.
These soundscapes invite you to play a new song by learning how to become sound in action.

How does sound/music activate my DNA?

Initially the music will establish a resonance with whatever symphony you are currently playing. In a
sense they will begin to dance with you. The sounds used in these recordings are evolutionary -- they are
new to the human ear. As you listen to them, they gently begin to stimulate new neural pathways
throughout your body. This gradually starts to create new perceptions of reality as perceived through
your 5 main senses -- hearing, sight, smell, touch and taste. In addition, these evolutionary sounds start
to awaken your sixth sense, that of intuition and psychic perception. This is the area where much of your
dormant potential is hidden, waiting for the right sonic keys to open these doors.

The DNA Activation soundscapes were created with this INTENT.
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Our intent is to unlock and activate the codex
within the DNA through sound and vibration.

Why would working with these DNA Activation soundscapes be important for me at this time
in my life?

You already know the answer to this question deep within your being if you are reading this information.
Ponder your life and the existence of the reality in which you live now. Do you believe that there is a
greater intelligence overseeing life on this planet and the evolution of mankind? Would you agree that it
is inherent in the fabric of our being to seek a higher order of existence, to continually strive to learn
more and be more? If so, then you would also concur that this Unified Intelligence/Source out of
which we all evolved would not have created a multidimensional existence of worlds without providing a
means to communicate with and empower the infinite extensions of Itself.

Certain resonant frequencies have profound
effects on the codes within the DNA, keys that

have been waiting for thousands, perhaps
millions of years for the right evolutionary

sequence to be activated

Following this stream of thought, this avenue of communication would need to bypass the ego mind and
resonate at a cellular level of one's being in order to speak to and awaken the Expanded Self; the infinite
aspect of one's nature that carries the memory and intelligence of many realms and existences. Music is
the ideal carrier wave for this form of communication to occur -- a Universal telephone line.

Music is more than a gift of beauty and entertainment for mankind at this unparalleled moment in the
Earth's history. It has been documented that certain resonant frequencies/sounds have profound effects
on the codex within the DNA; keys that have been waiting for thousands, perhaps millions of years for
the right evolutionary sequences and musical patterns to activate them.

Your DNA accumulates all data, then sorts it and catalogs it constantly. It is your personal connection to
what has been termed the Akashic Records, containing data from all of your incarnations, throughout
all time and space. Learning how to tap into this wellspring of information will provide access to your
personal potentials, but also to the unlimited source of Universal Intelligence.

It is not important that you personally know everything about everything, the task of that is immense,
but what is important is that you know what you need to know right when you need to know it. This is
Universal Intelligence and you have within you the ability to tap into that unlimited Source and make the
necessary connections to find the information you need to actualize the tasks and goals your heart
desires.

What this means to you is that once you set your intent on the tasks/goals/visions you need to manifest,
you can put that desire out through the Universal telephone line and tell the Universal Energy Field (UEF)
just what you are in need of. The music assists by providing the carrier wave of energy needed to send
this directive out to ALL dimensional realms. Following this process, you then only need to become aware
of how Spirit starts to bring forth the information/contacts/connections/information you are in need of
towards you. You become a synchronicity generator.

Consider on facet of what these CDs represent as
being a kind of energetic food, or fuel. The energy

of the music is absorbed through intent.

As an example, you decide you want to write a book but you don't know anything about how to make
that happen. So you set your intent and ask the UEF to provide you with the information you need to
know to get you started. While listening to the music, you use your imagination and creativity to begin
painting the picture of this reality. What you initially see first is the end result - that of being a successful
author. But there are many steps that you will need to take before that happens. You set this goal and
initiate the process to begin. This spark of desire is captured and literally goes out into the UEF and starts
to make connections that match the energetic composition of that intent. That afternoon you go out to
lunch with a friend and she tells you that she just met this wonderful person who is an author and has
just been published. She invites you to meet him for dinner that weekend at her house so you can talk to
him about book publishing. This is synchronicity, this can be generated daily in your life if you learn how
to master this process consistently and continuously throughout your journey to manifesting your life as
a published author.

The more your DNA becomes activated, the quicker this all happens. Rather than spin your wheels doing
the "work harder to succeed more" routine, you will learn to slow down, be still more and manifest from
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making a deeper connection to the UEF/Source.

How do these DNA soundscapes activate my DNA?

Everything that exists in all dimensions is a combination of frequencies. Frequencies combined creates
vibration; which is sound. So you could say that everything in 3D and beyond has its own unique tonal
expression.

The music creates a coherent multidimensional wave of energy that harmonizes
your environment, which you can ingest into your Light Body, your cellular

memory and your DNA.

The sounds in the DNA music encompass infinite combinations and patterns that are available to mankind
to explore -- a smorgasbord of potentials, one would say. They contain millions of possibilities available in
the full spectrum of the human DNA.

When you learn how to become sound and drop into the flow of these musical soundscapes, you establish
a resonance with all these potential combinations by connecting with the UEF. From there, it is up to you
to guide the ship in the direction that you want to go. This is not something that happens to you, it is
something you direct with your INTENT. This is the key.

How do I know these soundscapes are activating my DNA?

The gauge for knowing that your activation has begun is the sense of joy, passion and vast love you rise
to and walk with each day. Your life begins to change in positive and tangible ways that cannot be denied.
A deepened sense of knowing emerges from somewhere deep within you. You will begin to sense a
greater spectrum of connection to all things around you. A certain type of flow feeling begins to occur in
your life. You intuition starts to emerge along with your ESP abilities and synchronicities start to increase
and happen daily. Magic starts to become real again to you.

How do these soundscapes awaken my dormant potentials?

Through sympathetic resonance.....

97% of what the scientific community has designated "junk DNA," in truth, holds the infinite reach of our
hidden potential. Yet, it is lying dormant; asleep, and in need of awakening. This aspect of mankind has
been dormant until a time when our consciousness developed to such a place that we would seek to find
the hidden keys to unlock the doorways to our higher gifts. Actually a time when it would become
necessary for our very survival to evolve and assume a higher role in the Universal realms of Light.

There is safety and comfort in the known, but there are varying degrees of complacency and inertia that
settle in when your spirit and passion are not being nurtured and engaged.

The vibrations and frequencies in these soundscapes are so pure and fine-tuned as to be able to by-pass
the constant chatter of the ego: the doubts, resistances, illusions of fear and limitation that keep us from
being fully conscious and reaching for more. A small inkling of that more is the awareness that your DNA
is a receiver, a transmitter and the Grail that holds the Living Light and information of all the myriad
dimensions that you are and are connected to. The key to unlocking that potential is found in the
resonant frequency and vibration of sound.

As your encoded information is released, it will
flood the cells with vital energy, raising the

vibration of the physical, the energy body and
beyond.

These soundscapes are the new sustenance for the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies.
When you start to perceive and accept with radical, full body awareness that you are composed of
vibrational fields of energy, you will come to understand that sound and frequency become part of the
food that feeds this energy vessel.

What are the Primary Benefits I can expect to receive when working with the soundscapes?

You will know your Self better and feel more fitted and grounded in your body than you realized possible.
You will come to know the answer to these questions and more: "Who Am I?" "How did I get here?"
"What is my purpose?" "What am I capable of becoming?"

The same 3D experiences and challenges may present themselves to your reality but they won't stick and
become a part of your being as before. You will learn to keep the vibration of your spiritual identity above
it all and not be so affected by the density of 3D mundane details. You will no longer carry the weight of
emotional baggage around with you all the time.

You will learn to be in this world but not of it as you discover the gift of holding higher levels of vibration
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and expanded levels of awareness in dancing with the various scenarios and lessons of your becoming.
No longer will the negative situations in your life hold you back as they will come to be seen as
challenges that you move through in order to reclaim your power. You will see the higher purpose in
these events and move through them more quickly, because you will release the victim consciousness
& realize you are responsible for the reality you experience.

You will rest deeper so that your body gets the sound sleep necessary to grow your Light and expand,
thereby initiating profound states of self healing.

Dreams will be become a nocturnal storyline to guide your choices and decision making during the day.

Synchronicity with be an everyday occurrence in your life.

You will be more pro-active and less re-active to life's adventures.

A true sense of calm will come over you and you will be more trusting of the big picture and less
bothered by life's details.

Joy will be more matter of fact in your everyday world.

Your countenance will soften and you will feel at the beginning of something exciting and brand new;
continuously.

Doldrums, boredom and same old same old will be expressions unknown to your vocabulary.

Gratitude and Love will be expressions that you feel at the core of your everyday self.

In addition, the following is a list of some of the common effects & benefits others have reported while
working with these soundscapes.

• More relaxed
• Less stressed overall
• Sleep better
• Deeper sleep
• Enhanced dream activity
• Lucid dreaming awareness increases
• Deeper meditations
• Third eye visions activated
• Intuitive awareness expands
• New levels of creative expression awakened
• Consciousness becomes more fluid and open
• Able to sustain conscious awareness for longer periods of time in meditation states
• Need less sleep
• Wake up more refreshed
• May enhance healing processes in physical body
• Stronger connection to various forms of divine intelligence and to All That Is
• Spontaneous pastlife memories surface
• Increased ESP/psychic abilities
• Increase manifestation abilities
• More synchronistic events
• Overall feel happier and joy-filled, more grateful
• Feel lighter, more energetic
• Become more aware of vibrational fields and the matrix connecting all things
• Increase in remote perceptions
• More in flow with life's events
• Increased ability to balance emotional states
• Moving through blocks easier
• Enhanced Remote Viewing practices
• Children & pets respond by being more calm and relaxed
• Dormant creative talents released
• Deeper understanding of sound and frequency via music
• greater sense of non-attachment
• more response oriented, less reactive
• keen sense of connection with various animals and nature
• body wisdom guides diet choices toward needs vs. wants
• grounded sense in stance and gait; more "fitted" in one's body
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Chapter 16

The Power Of Mantras

The following information has been written by Mrs Chandrika Sampat and
can be found on the www.divinpowers.org website.

Copyright Mrs Chandrika Sampat, www.divinepowers.org. All Rights Reserved.
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ASCENSION and ALCHEMY SECRETS FROM
ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN

Ascended Master Saint Germain, le Comte de Saint Germain,
the Wonderman of Europe, and many other names belong to
the fascinating mysterious man chronicled as, "The man
who knows everything and never dies". He is well known for
his involvement with shaping 18th century Europe. He was a
favored guest at Versailles, confidant to King Louis and
Marie Antoinette, Napoleon, Queen Catherine of Russia, and
many other heads of state during that time. He was known to
have lived over 300 years, never aging, partially due to the
mysterious Elixir and other alchemical substances he
created.

A few historical incarnations include; the Prophet Samuel,
Plato, Merlin to King Arthur, Roger Bacon, Francis Bacon,
Christopher Columbus, Saint Alban, Saint Joseph - father to
Jesus, Prince Rakoczy (Rákóczi), and possibly, Leonardo Di
Vinci. He was a powerful healer and High Priest in Atlantis. It
was there that he first introduced the Sacred Violet Flame of
Transmutation as a gift to humanity. His many lives have
common themes of magic, alchemy, mystery, brilliance,
transformation and spiritual devotion. All took place during
pivotal times of history where he was instrumental in bring

forth expansion and higher evolution of humanity.

He lives in both the Higher Realms; as the Lord of the Seventh Ray, the Violet Ray of freedom,
alchemy, justice, mercy and transmutation, and in earthly dimension; by physically appearing from
time to time, and through his direct influence and instruction to people he has selected to be his
"assistants". Soon Saint Germain will reign as the leader of the Golden Age, the Age of Aquarius,
when our planet Earth ascends into the 5th dimension. This event is in progress now and is planned
to be completed by December 2012.

The Master Alchemist, Saint Germain, has been appearing to Troika Saint Germain since her
childhood. They have shared many lives together on all dimensions. Troika (pronounced Troy-ka)
agreed to come into embodiment, during these ascension times, as a portal and partner for Saint
Germain. He reveals Ascension secrets, tools, products and techniques to her as a continuation of
the work and products He created in the 1700's. She enjoys bring them to the world.

This website offers those products and the information that Ascended Master Saint Germain and
Troika wish to share with all who seek them.

ANNOUNCEMENTS / EVENTS

The 10-10-10 Activation was a Tremendous Success! All participants received
Activations beyond our expectations.

Now we are to bring Heaven to Earth and INTEGRATE these Divine Energies.
Saint Germain's Elixir will help us to do that with Easy and Grace!

ELIXIR OF LIFE SPECIAL SALE Hurry -- Only until Oct. 31, 2010 at this special price!
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Email me, or call 530 - 926-0770, if you are interested in hosting a Seminar or Ascension Play-Shop in
YOUR area.

Saint Germain & Violet Flame Invocation Silk Bookmark These extra large 100% Silk bookmarks make
an excellent gift for anyone seeking to know Saint Germain, or wishing to deepen their relationship with him.
They are also a great reminder to use the Violet Flame Invocation.

Violet Flame Scarves These beautiful 100% Silk scarves are infused with Saint Germain's energy. The
design features his I AM Saint Germain / Violet Flame Mandala and a Violet Flame Invocation. Lovely to
wear to boost your vibration, or use as an Altar Cloth.

TransformEssence® Rejuvenation Skin Cream was the first product to manifest. This remarkable cream
heals and restores skin to health and youthful vitality while raising one's frequency and vibration to assist
Ascension. Organic botanicals, vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and other valuable ingredients combine with
16 sacred essential oils, gem elixirs, ORMUS, Chinese medicinals and mystical Alchemy to balance and
open the crown and heart chakras along with raising vibration.

Time Warp® High Intensity Serum lives up to its name by turning back the hands of time for your face. It is
very healthy and beneficial to skin unlike most other "anti-aging" methods.

Saint Germain's Elixir of Life Essence™ is the mysterious Elixir that Saint Germain created to keep
himself young for hundreds of years. He wished for me to make it as a vibrational essence so that everyone
could easily utilize this powerful tool for Ascension.

TransScents™ Fantastic vibrational sprays of Gem Elixirs and Essential Oils, brought forth by Ascended
Master Saint Germain, that are alchemical tools to help you experience the Higher Frequencies.

Magical Purple Plates raise frequency and vibration of food, water, pets, plants, and YOU!

Images of Saint Germain as portrayed by Troika and featuring the new, I AM Saint Germain MANDALA!.

Images of ArchAngels and other Ascended Masters by various artists.

Ascension Sessions with Troika Celeste Saint Germain are now available by Appointment Only.
Please read this page for more information about private sessions and public events.

New items will continue to be added. Please bookmark this site and check back often.

PO Box 733  Mt. Shasta, CA 96067  Phone: 530 - 926-0770

Please Call 530 - 926-0770 to Order by Phone ( From 10 am to 4 pm, Pacific Time )

Click Here to Send Email

Do you have a retail store, spiritual center, or professional practice? Consider adding our fine
products to your business.

Click Here for Wholesale information.
Copyright © 2005-2008 Saint Germain Cosmetics™, Ascension-Saint Germain™.

All logos, graphics, photos, design and text on this site are the property of Saint Germain Cosmetics™,
Ascension-Saint Germain™ and Troika Celeste Saint Germain. They may NOT be reproduced in any

form whatsoever without expressed written permission. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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The dictionary says an Elixir has the magical power to
maintain life indefinitely. Wishful thinking? Maybe, but there

are those who have done just that.

The "Magic Elixir" of Saint
Germain is Now Available to
All Who Seek It.

1 oz. Elixir of Life Essence $45.00 -- 10-10-10 Activation
Sale $37.77

Click HERE to purchase on a SECURE Shopping Cart

The Elixir is an Accelerator and also allows the
physical body to hold more Light and higher
frequencies. How that energy is utilized is up to
the individual." -- Ascended Master Saint Germain, Jan. 8,
2006

The Elixir is the mysterious elixir that Saint Germain drank daily, making it possible for him to live in
the same body for over 300 years and never age past 40-45 years in appearance and health. Others
that he shared the Elixir with also seemed to "reverse" their age.

This formula was given to me directly by Ascended Master Saint Germain. He has appeared to me
often since I was a small child. I had asked him for the Elixir, or its recipe, many times during the
past 25 years. He always ignored my requests. . . until one blessed day in Aug 2003. He said that
NOW the time was right to share it, and proceeded to give me the ingredients.

He instructed me to prepare his Elixir of Life as an ESSENCE. It carries the vibration of the
ingredients without containing them. This enables it to work on the higher dimensional bodies,
where all creation begins the process of manifestation, as well as the physical body. Also, as an
Essence, no preservatives are needed and there are no allergy issues. -- Troika Saint Germain

The Elixir will be given in Phases, as Saint Germain instructed, while saying that our body needs to
adjust in steps. The full formula is too strong to be taken without preparation. This is Phase I.

I have had amazing results with it on all levels, body, mind and spirit, including my hair returning to
its natural color after being gray/white for over five years. Results will vary and be uniquely personal.
I make NO claims as to what this Elixir will do for you. Some testers had absolutely no results that
they could perceive. Unedited reports from some of the elixir testers are below.

There is a limited amount of the Elixir of Life Essence at this time. It is produced in small quantities,
only during auspicious astrological alignments and/or important Star Gate openings, using ORMUS
water. Much ceremony and ritual goes into its production. Saint Germain is always present during its
creation.The Elixir comes in a 1 oz cobalt blue bottle with an eye dropper. One bottle will last from 6-
12 months or more using the recommended dosage which is only 1-3 drops per day placed into a
larger container of water.
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A FEW TESTER REPORTS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Tester 1 -- physical: The inside of my body feels different. It feels as if I am much younger inside my
body than the physical appearance reflects. Many people that I have recently met have commented
on my appearance being younger looking than I am.
mental: I seem to be more patient with others, but I do not feel that others appreciate that.
spiritual: I am aware of my spiritual part much more often during the day than before. Perhaps it is
because of the "centering" before each sip.
other: I seem to be "letting" things happen rather than "making" things happen.
comments: I am sure that this process is working.

Tester 1 (after 3 months) -- physical: As reported before, the "inside" of my body feels much
younger, requires less sleep, and has much more energy than when I started this program. Also,
recently, I have noticed a "tightening" of my facial muscles--in other words, certain parts of my face
seemed to become very tight. I first noticed this under my eyes, and the "tightening" of the muscles,
seems to remove wrinkles. The result is that those "ageing" wrinkles seem to be disappearing. There
is still much to be done in this area--although it happens rapidly, there are still "wrinkles" to be
removed. I do believe that the "process" of reversing my age is working, and will be totally successful
soon. I have a feeling that it must be done without a lot of fan fare.
mental: Although, I have been convinced of age reversing for some time, I now believe it is physically
happening.
spiritual: Spiritual changes must also take place--one must not doubt the successful outcome. It will
happen at the "right" time.
emotional: I feel that I am less demanding from those around me. There is simply a "knowing" that I
am changing and those around me can too if they desire. I believe that I have more patience in my
dealings with those close to me.
other: I seem to know that there is a "time" for events to occur, and I know that events that I have
been told about will occur at the time they are supposed to. It sometimes is difficult to have the
patience to "wait" for the proper time, although the "event" always happens at the time I "knew" it
would.
comments: I have enjoyed and been greatly helped by this program.

Tester 2 -- physical: my dreams are intensely lucid...and lots of feelings of being in multi
dimensions...time slippage....and generally more sleep is needed than before...i feel like i can see
beyond what i see as in overlays....inside and outside....simultaneous...
mental: able to cope with things easier...less stress...very expansive in my mind....i wander all over
the universe
spiritual: more firm in my belief of immortality...i feel in the center of the heart chakra...i feel
expansive and have a greater knowing of creative process....and akashic knowledge
emotional: i feel my emotions don't overwhelm me as much...i am more the observer
other: dreams continue to get more and more controlled as in i can know i am dreaming and move
about as if i were awake....dreams and waking state are becoming similar in my thoughts....which is
reality? they are both....!!!!
comments: i have visions of hyperspacial missions and they appear in physically...i am very
impressed with this...want to know what herbs or crystals you used in making this elixir!!!!

Tester 3 --physical: Today my eyes are brighter. Am not using my glasses to do this.
mental: more patient, feeling of belonging here that I have not experienced before. Better able to
study, can settle down and complete my homework in a timely manner, do not panic at the thought of
having to do it.
spiritual: Finding it hard to meditate, forgetting to do so
emotional: very emotional, lots of tears, feel more settled now. Much less fear about learning, able to
recognize the fear and breath through it.
other: doing Food Combining and have noticed a big difference in my health, no stomach aches
which has been a life long complaint.
Waking up remembering my dreams in great detail.
Many people tell me that I am very beautiful and I can see that they mean it. In the past this used to
make me feel very uncomfortable, today I accepted the complement with out feeling bad.

Tester 4 -- physical: I can see my hair and body changing
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mental: all over the place
spiritual: for the first time I can see why every thing is upside down for me at this moment you reap
what you sow
emotional: up and down
other: I am empowered to change my life
comments: I now can fix up a lot of my life now with confidence as spiritually and mentally I have
been given another chance to start again. My weight and everything else is due to having a big
mouth, I am lucky to be able to see why this is happening. thank you for this elixir

Tester 5 -- physical: I have more strength and I don't get tired as much, I was surprise how easy it
was for me last time to get in and out of the tub. The arctic cold weather is not affecting me as much, I
feel like I want to do things, before when I was home I just wanted to sit down now I want to do some
thing. I am very happy with this formula.
mental: I have started to notice that I can think more clearly.
emotional: i feel more confident that I can do more things.
other: I notice that I am more active now.

Tester 6 -- physical: My hair is gradually changing to brown.
mental: I have improved in meditation. I was not a natural meditator. I find it easier to do now and I do
it more often.
spiritual: I am more trusting of the Universe.
emotional: I have become more forgiving and loving, more disenchanted with the screen of life, and
more eager for the changes that are coming in the outer world.
other: Dreams are easier and happier.

Tester 7 -- physical: Higher awareness of what is good for my body, like a shot of wheat grass almost
daily. My skin has definitely improved.
mental: Better able to cope with life's little ups and downs.
spiritual: More and clearer meditation.
other: My dreams have increased, somewhat. My diet has improved, with a little less sugar craving.
My overall ability to accept things as they are, and know that all things are in order. I guess I can best
summarize by saying that I am overall more peaceful than I used to be. I love this elixir! Thank you,
Troika, and thank you, St Germain!

Important Notice: Vibrational Essences are not a replacement for physical, emotional or mental health
counseling and therapy. If you are dealing with mental or physical health issues get help from a

licensed professional. Use essences to help speed your recovery. This essence is for spiritual and
personal growth and is not to be considered as treatment or cures for any medical or psychological
conditions. None of the information contained herein is to be considered claims for an ability to treat

any medical or psychological condition. It is not intended to replace medical care by a licensed health
care professional. You should consult a licensed health care professional for any medical or

psychological condition you may have.

Copyright © 2005-2009 Saint Germain Cosmetics™, Ascension-Saint Germain™.
All logos, graphics, photos, design and text on this site are the property of Saint Germain

Cosmetics™, Ascension-Saint Germain™ and Troika Celeste Saint Germain. They may NOT be
reproduced in any form whatsoever without expressed written permission. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Chapter 20

Aulterra

The following information was written by Harmonic Innerprizes and can
be found at the www.energeticnutrition.com website.

Copyright energeticnutrition.com/harmonicinnerprizes.com. All Rights Reserved.
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Aulterra is an organic compound derived from a rare crystalline rock found in only two known sites in the
world. Tests conducted on the rock powder in 1995 concluded that this unique substance reacted with the earth's

magnetic fields and neutralized radiation.

It balances the magnetic fields of the body which improves the body's metabolism of food and other dietary products.
Research also shows Aulterra's ability to optimize DNA function.

When consumed into the body, laboratory studies indicate Aulterra:

• Activates DNA
• Enhances cellular activity
• Neutralizes toxic substances

• Reverses cellular aging

Aulterra releases energetic interference and restores harmony to any substance. Ultra-sensitive frequency monitoring
devices shows that:

Aulterra strengthens the energy field of the body and establishes optimal harmonic patterns in 3 to
7 days.

What Our Scientist Says

Mr. Bruce Tainio is a renowned scientist in his field, and Harmonic Innerprizes is very fortunate to have his expertise
available. The following is a reduced version of his report on Aulterra:

Aulterra brings a new frontier to the electromagnetic healing horizon. Aulterra comes from a unique blend
of rock minerals that set up high electrical potentials, and upon blending these minerals, high standing
waves are created. During the actual production process of Aulterra, intention is programmed into it.
Aulterra has the remarkable ability to actually hold, carry and plant this intention into any properties
wherein it is utilized. The intention of the maker of Aulterra is that illness is only an illusion and is not
permitted under Universal Laws of Balance. Therefore, the intention of Aulterra is to remove the illusion
of imperfection. This is a hard concept for most academia to accept, but laboratory tests thus far have
proven Aulterra's ability to do exactly that.

When Aulterra was added to a composite of organic substances with the intent of microbially digesting
the material, the total microbial count in the Aulterra batch was 7.2 times greater than the controlled
material incubated under the same time and temperature conditions.

When Aulterra was placed in a ground, organic food product which had
a high E. Coli and coliform count, it reduced the count to less than the
lowest detectable level.

In a recent university test, Aulterra was applied to soils containing high levels of lead and zinc. The lead
came down in 18 hours from 80 ppm to 0.2 ppm and the zinc had similar reductions. Is this Alchemy?
No, it is simply the transmutation of the elements which were out of balance with the universal laws. The
illusion of imperfection was removed by the intentionally programmed Aulterra.

Harmonic Innerprizes strives to make the very best food supplements available anywhere in the world. This is why,
among other processes they do to balance and align energy fields, the use Aulterra in all of their Energy Field
Formulations as the trace mineral catalyst to improve the formula's bioavailability and enhance their utilization within
your body. No other manufacturer goes to these levels to assure the highest quality and effectiveness possible. It is the
way all supplements will be made in the future.

Aulterra has undergone extensive testing at our independent research facility and scientists there are astonished
at the results that they observe with this amazing substance.

Laboratory studies on Aulterra confirm the following:

1. Aulterra increases the utilization and effectiveness to the body of any substance; including pharmaceuticals,
nutriceuticals and herbs, and foodstuff by 30% to 60%.

2. Aulterra activates DNA. When DNA is oscillating at optimal efficiency it opens the potential for a constant
state of health.

3. Aulterra neutralizes the harmful effects of toxic substances, including toxins in the body. This is accomplished
through electromagnetic dynamics that reverses the negative spin of any toxic substance to positive.
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Additionally, when added to food or beverages, Aulterra dramatically increases the frequency dynamics of the energy
fields. It also improves enzymatic break-down of food and increases it's bio-availability.

Aulterra will balance and electromagnetically harmonize any substance that it comes in contact with, in three to seven
days. Aulterra creates balance and harmony by removing all foreign electromagnetic interference that may be
present within the substance. "Substance" may be defined as your food, your garden, or your body. This allows the
highest potential of any substance to come forth at any given point in time.

When Aulterra is taken with any dietary supplement, it will increase that supplement's bio-availability and energy
potential. Quite often, equal benefit from another supplement is obtained with only a fraction of the recommended
dosage. Aulterra is a prerequisite to any serious health curriculum.

Aulterra is formulated through a special proprietary homeopathic process that amplifies it's effects. A homeopathic 300x
preparation is created and processed back into the mother ingredient. This process harmonizes the essence of Aulterra
with the substance of Aulterra.

Increased Utilization of Your Food and Dietary Supplements

Making better use of our personal resources is important. Whether that is making better use of our time so we can
accomplish more within a 24-hour time period or having extra time to spend with friends and family. Make better use of
energy by becoming energy efficient in our home and workplace. Driving fuel-efficient cars will become more of a
necessity. Aulterra provides the opportunity for us to be more efficient with our most important possession, our body.

There is not a scientist, doctor, government official, or even a lawyer that would argue with the fact that our food is
nutritionally deficient. The demineralization of our soils and the flagrant use of toxic insecticides and chemical
fertilizers have reduced the nutritional value of our food by 80% over the last 50 years. This is the main reason why
many doctors and health experts all over the world recommend dietary supplements.

Additionally, we pay over eight times more today for our nutritionally deficient food than we did twenty years ago. This
is primarily due to the flawed agricultural policies of virtually every country on the planet and corporations who put
their profits before your well-being and that of our planet.

In order to stay healthy, many choose to pay a premium for organic foods, and many more buy dietary supplements,
believing it is the only answer for any hope of staying healthy in an increasing toxic environment. It seems that the cost
of staying healthy is only exceeded by the cost of being sick. With Aulterra, we can enhance the utilization of food and
dietary supplements by 30% - 60%. We can either choose to increase the value of our food intake giving the body more
solid nutrition, or we can choose to decrease our consumption, saving money at the food store.

It is important to note that these results may only be obtained by sprinkling Aulterra directly on the food or
supplemental preparations. All testing was done with Aulterra coming into direct contact with the substance. Taking a
capsule with the meal may or may not produce the stated results. CAUTION: Do not take any of the Harmonic
Innerprizes Etherium products (Gold, Pink, Red, Black, Shamir, or Aulterra) if you are currently taking any neurotropic
(substances that affect the nervous system) or psycotropic (substances that affect the brain) without the full knowledge
and written permission of your attending physician.

DNA And Its Relationship to Ultimate Health And Evolution

For years DNA researchers thought the double helix that holds our genetic code was a stationary structure. Only within
the last few years have these same researchers realized that a healthy, normally functioning DNA is in a perpetual
oscillating motion of winding and unwinding. DNA unwinds when the hydrogen bonds that hold the helix together are
broken by noxious stimuli. As it recovers, it spontaneously rewinds. However, when in an environment of harmonic
electromagnetic fields, the unwinding and rewinding become oscillatory in nature. The helix rewinds, and then unwinds
a little, rewinds, and unwinds a little.

When this oscillatory pattern is a constant, quantum coherence occurs. Aulterra induces this quantum behavior in DNA.
"Quantum" as defined in Taber's Cyclopedia Medical Dictionary is "a unit of radiant energy". Therefore this quantum
behavior produces radiant energy. "Radiant" is defined as "emitting beams of light".

Many spiritual visionaries have always talked about living in the Light. Indeed, Jesus said "Ye are the Light of the
World". The phrase, "Let there be Light" is used by many religious denominations to foster blessings. Aulterra takes the
possibility of living in the Light to a new and profound reality.

Many scientific visionaries have stated that DNA is at the core of our evolutionary destination, especially in these times
of extraordinary change. What could be more significant than optimizing DNA function so that the oscillation pattern,
which can be activated by Aulterra, becomes the reality of every cell in our body? Would we not live in a constant state
of health? Would we not evolve to our highest potential? Most DNA researchers believe so.
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Aulterra Neutralizes the Effects of Toxic Chemicals and Toxins in the Body

In several studies, it clearly shows that the energy of Aulterra neutralizes the negative effects of toxic elements. In 1996,
the University of Idaho conducted toxic soil recovery studies utilizing Aulterra powder. Samples of soil contaminated
with lead and zinc were mixed with small quantities of Aulterra powder.  The pre-mix soil contained 200ppm of lead
and the zinc measured 26.8. Two days after mixing Aulterra into the soil, the lead measured .5ppm and the zinc
measured 6.5ppm. In 1998, Lockheed Martin conducted another study to determine if Aulterra could neutralize
radioactive elements. After six months, Aulterra successfully reduced the gamma radiation of the control substance by
80%.

How does Aulterra neutralize radiation and toxic metals? All particles coexist as waves and all waves coexist as
particles. It is also well known that energy cannot be created nor destroyed, but rather changes form.

It can be said that the subatomic particles that make up the lead and zinc also exist in waveform. In reality, another way
of looking at the coexistence of particles and waves is to say that matter oscillates between particle and wave-form. This
way, depending on the detection technology, energy can be 'caught' in either form.

In the DNA study, it was shown that Aulterra neutralized the negative effects of copper on DNA. Although the scientific
principles of intention and biological information transfer should be identical for any noxious substance, research
continues to be able to confirm that Aulterra neutralizes all heavy metals in any biological system.

Matthew's Insights
You will find that there are different opinions about monatomic minerals such as Aulterra. Some groups are for them
and some against. I have found Matthew's information about monatomic gold/minerals, found at
www.matthewbooks.com very helpful and shows what I feel to be the truth about Aulterra.

OK, dear, and thank you for answering my question and more! Someone who read that the Illuminati want us to ingest
monatomic gold because it prevents an increase in DNA strands and also primes us for mind control programming,
wants your opinion of this.

11. MATTHEW:  I’ll be happy to speak about this, but it is MUCH more than my opinion!  The truth is exactly the
opposite of that claim, and while that false information may have been passed on innocently, you can be sure that its
originator knows gold’s place in human evolution—in highly evolved civilizations, gold is naturally an ingredient of
their bodies because it is one of the most beneficial elements in the universe. As the microcosm of the universe that
each of you is, this is how it applies to you: Gold enhances brain functioning and contributes to physiological stability
through cellular regeneration.  Throughout the eons of deterioration of human intelligence and the loss of knowledge
that each life form started in the pure love essence of Creator and is a part of the Supreme Ruler of this universe, the use
of gold went from health to wealth.  It spiraled downward from its vital role in spiritual clarity and physical well being
to its use as jewelry and other objects of opulence and eventually became the foundation for some economic systems.
Gold also is an important part of higher civilizations’ technology. The earliest visitors to your planet went there

precisely to look for gold, and upon discovering it, kept this a secret so they didn’t have to share their find with any
other civilizations.

I know!  Let’s go to the many questions about health and therapies. The first is, Why is monatomic gold good for us?

18. MATTHEW:  Mother, since I am familiar with your list and your conscientiousness about space limitations, I’ll
reply to the questions without your typing them.  I did speak about gold in my last message, but I am happy to
add a bit because I didn’t completely explain the reasons it is “good for you.” Gold is not only valuable in
fortifying immune systems, but along with light, it is a vital element in raising bodies’ frequencies, which
accelerates cellular transformation from carbon-based to crystalline. That restructuring enhances brain
functioning and enables the increase in DNA strands, and that growth leads to expanded consciousness,
spiritual clarity and overall balance. Most of you don’t remember your lifetimes at that evolutionary level, but
as a comparison example that you can relate to, even carbon-based cells have a high degree of innate
intelligence, such as that which aids the body’s self-healing and regenerative abilities.  Understandably, those
abilities are seriously compromised by chemicals, toxins and viral strains spread through means such as
vaccines, prescription and illegal drugs, chemtrails, and other pollutants in your atmosphere, water and ground;
and returning to the benefits of gold, while it can help offset the effects of those, it cannot completely prevent
them.
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This Breakthrough can save your life, or the life of a loved one.
Please read.

The answer to AIDS, hepatitis A,B and C, malaria, herpes, TB, most cancer and many more of
mankind's worse diseases has been found. Many diseases are now easily controlled. More that
75,000 disease victims have been included in the field tests in Africa. Scientific clinical trials have
been conducted in a prison in the country of Malawi, East Africa.

Separate tests conducted by the Malawi government produced identical 99% cure results. Over 60%
of the AIDS victims that were treated in Uganda were well in 3 days, with 98% well within one
month. More than 90% of the malaria victims were well in 4 to 8 hours. Dozens of other diseases
were successfully treated and can be controlled with this new mineral supplement. It also works
with colds, flu, pneumonia, sore throats, warts, mouth sores, and even abscessed teeth (it's the only
thing that controls and cures abscessed teeth).

The inventor, Jim Humble,  believes that this information is too important to the world that any one
person or any group should have control. The free e-book download on this site gives complete
details of this discovery. Please help make sure that it gets to the world free. There are many
medical facts that have been suppressed and this invention must not be added to that list. The name
of the e-book is The Miracle Mineral Supplement of the 21st Century. This book tells the story of
the discovery, and how to make and use it. This book can save your life. Give it a try.

At  www.projectcamelot.org/jim_humble.html you can watch an interview with the inventor
of MMS Jim Humble and determine for yourself the truth about MMS.

Download Part I FREE

Although Part I of the e-book tells everything, there is a second Part that gives more details and
covers the data more thoroughly. There is a small charge for the second book to cover the
distribution ($9.95). Extra money from these sales will go towards humanitarian efforts in Africa,
which will in the long run benefit the world.

Purchase and download Part II

Please read the first book first as it will be more logical that way. We mentioned Part II only
because we didn't want you to be surprised about the charge for Part II. Read more about Part II.

This is an image of a model of a chlorine dioxide ion (CLO2 ). It is the secret to
this new mineral. It is the most powerful killer of disease pathogens know to
mankind, and that is a known fact. Now, read in Part I about how it has been
converted for use in the human body.









Daily Ascension Meditations
As you have discovered in The Ascension Guide, there is a vast amount of ascension information
and meditations to be found. It is almost impossible to practice all the different ascension sources
(disciplines) at once to their full degree. This is also not recommended. It is best to follow your
intuition and delve deeper into the particular ascension discipline (program) you feel most drawn to.
Each ascension program by itself will help you to ascend if practiced earnestly. However, in this
chapter you will find a summary of the most powerful meditations each ascension discipline has to
offer. A daily routine taking only 20 minutes of focused intent in the mourning and evening once
you have become familiar with them. If you are too busy once a day is still beneficial. If nothing
else, the Maharic Seal is recommend to be done twice daily. This routine will consist of meditations,
mantras, affirmations, channeled messages, engaging the Sun of God, listening to ascension music,
carrying gemstones and ascension tools, using essences and elixirs and following the 13 moon
natural time calendar. All in an effort to increase your vibration.

MEDITATIONS, SPRAYS, ELIXIRS AND MUSIC:

Maharic Seal  … pg 76
(It is recommended that you follow the Kathara Healing Techniques on the

www.azuritepress.com website under the “More Info” link. This will consist of a daily
ascension program taking several months but for only a short time each day)

Song Of Lyra  … pg 81

Infinity Breath  … pg 138

Violet Flame Of Transmutation  … pg 213

Sacred Tones Of Creation  … pg 87
Atium Atium Atium Ma Gu Ha

Elvea SGS  … pg 126
Neuro-audiovisual program: dynamic brain stimulation, activating dormant brain
cells and capabilities. Prompts brain to rewire itself, upgrades your nervous system
and immune system. If you haven't already followed this program when you started
reading The Ascension Guide follow this program for a 26 day period. This will take
some of your time, 50 minutes in the mourning and evening. It is worth the effort!

Angel Essences  … pg 147
Spray the Angel Of Ascension Essence lightly around your body several times per day.

This essence can be purchased at www.raven.org.uk

Aulterra   … pg 220
Go to www.energeticnutrition.com and purchase Aulterra, use twice daily
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Saint Germain TransScents Vibrational Sprays  … pg 218
Spray Saint Germains TransScents lightly around your body several times per day
either in combination with Angel Essences or at separate times. TransScents can be

purchased at www.acsensionsaintgermain.com

Saint Germain's Elixir Of Life  … pg 215
Take Saint Germain's Elixir Of Life in the mourning. Follow directions given. Elixir

Of Life can be purchased at www.acsensionsaintgermain.com

The Earth Surrounded in Light
(A www.matthewbooks.com meditation)

Visualize the entire Earth surround in a Golden White Light for a minute or so. Ask
that God's Will is done on Earth for the highest good of all.

Giving Permission
(An Archangel Michael meditation)

Each day you must give your Guides, Angels and Divine I AM Presence permission to
get involved in your life. Affirm “Divine I am Presence, Angels, Guides, And Beings Of

Light, I give you permission to guide, enfold and protect me this day for my highest
good and the highest good of all”.

Angel Of Forgiveness
(An Archangel Michael meditation)

Every day we create karma, project negative thoughts and commit unloving acts. This
karma can be transmuted after each day. Affirm “Dear Angel Of Forgiveness, please
harmonize, transmute and balance all discordant energies and thought forms which I

have projected in the last 24 hours which are not of the Love and of the Light.

Calling In The Beings Of Light
(An Archangel Michael meditation)

By calling upon any of the Archangels, Saints or Beings Of Light you are drawn to will
increase you vibration. Affirm “Saint Germain, Archangel Michael, Beings Of Light,

please overshadow me with your virtues, qualities, attributes and abilities.

Engage The Sun Of God  … pg 203
Start your day by raising your hand up to the Sun, the Light, and say a prayer. Do this
throughout the course of the day when you feel moved to do so. When you have time

perform your power prayer by raising your hands to the Sun and contracting all your
muscles for as long as you can being sure to project all your Love to the Sun and the

Universe.

Star Traveler's 13 Moon Almanac Of Synchronicity  … pg 117
You will need to purchase this book. For each day there is a set of quick meditations

that you practice. These meditations will synchronize you with the rhythm of the
Universe.
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2012 Rainbow Bridge Visualization  … pg 122

Crop Circles And Star Glyphs  … pg 84
Go to the www.recordsofcreation.com website, open resources link, click on

“Ascension Tools”, then click on Crop Circles And The Star Glyph Language Of Light,
enter the Library. Here you will find many crop circles and the corresponding star
glyph. Each day view a different crop circle with it's star glyph. “The Crop Circle

Coloring Book” by Scott Onstott is also recommended to help activate DNA.

Mantras  ...pg 190, 194
The om mani padme hum mantra in the mourning, om aah hum vajra guru padma
sidhi hum mantra in the evening. These mantras can be done while you are doing

something. For example while walking the dog, cleaning, cooking, driving etc..  it is
best to go into nature.

ReBirth music cd  … pg 126
(The Harmonic Principle by Which time Becomes Music) The Rebirth cd will allow the

vibration of the Cosmos to pass through you, activating your DNA and parts of your
brain which are dormant. All the knowledge associated with the 13 Moon Natural

Time Calendar will be downloaded into your being, at first on a subconscious level.
The ReBirth music cd can be purchased at the www.darkmother.com website and

should only be listened to with earphones. If you purchase more cd's only listen to one
cd at a time for a 26 day period then move on. You can listen to the cd at very low

volume while busy with other things twice daily, however not while driving. It is not
recommended to listen to Rebirth when following the Arctura DBS program. Always

listen to one program at a time for a 26 day period.

ReUnion … pg 126
(The Harmonic Principle by Which time Becomes Music) Your consciousness is

directly progressed through a dynamic meditative experience that one would normally
need to train 30 to 40 years to experience. This cd will entrain your brain and personal

consciousness with Universal Consciousness. Recommended use same as Rebirth.

Archangel Metatron Ascension Cd's  … pg 141
Listen to each cd through loud speakers for three days in a row for 2 months then
listen to the Visionary Music DNA Activation cd's. You can play the music in the

background at low volume throughout the day and night. You and the area where you
are will be filled with the ascension frequencies.

Visionary Music DNA Activation CD's  … pg 175
Start listening to these cd's before or after you have listened to the Archangel Metatron
cd's. Once you have gone through all the DNA activation cd's you can start again with
the Archangel Metatron cd's. Do not follow both cd's at the same time. You can play

the music in the background at low volume throughout the day and especially the
night.
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ASCENSION TOOLS:

Moldavite  … pg 161
Purchase a piece of Moldavite from the www.heavenandearthjewelry.com website.
Carry this piece of moldavite with you continually day and night. At night you can

place it under your pillow. When you first start carrying moldavite you might at times
feel unbalanced. At such a time put the moldavite away for a while until you feel ready

again. It might take several days until you are ready for continual use. You will be
going through a cleansing phase at first. Also sign up for the monthly Heaven And

Earth Network News & Catalog. You will be able to learn about and purchase
gemstones from this catalog. The crop circle stones are also highly recommended.

Orgone Cones  … pg 182
Make your own orgone cones or purchase them from the www.earthtransitions.com
website. Place the orgone cones around your home. If you feel inspired you can place
them in the ground around the town or city you might live. Placing them around cell

phone towers or large radio antennas to decrease there damaging effect on all life.

Harmonizer  … pg 176
Purchase a Harmonizer and place it in your home. Activate the Harmonizer several
times a day and bring harmony to your area. The harmonizer will be effective for

many miles easily reaching an area 30 miles in radius. You can purchase a Harmonizer
at www.slimspurling.com

Personal Harmonizer  … pg 176
Purchase a personal harmonizer and carry it with you day and night. At times you
might feel unbalanced. If this occurs stop wearing it until you feel ready again. This

will only happen in the beginning when you are going through a cleansing.

Mushaba Symbol  … pg 55
Purchase a Mushaba Force Symbol from the www.mushabacenter.com website. Carry

this symbol with you day and night. A good idea is to print the symbol onto a tshirt.

Life Technology Tools
Go to the www.lifetechnology.org website. Click on the products link then the

“Metaphysical Tools For Spiritual Healing, Protection And Enlightenment” link. Read
and purchase “The Tesla Shield”, “The Grail Stone” and “The Miraculous Kabbalah
Talisman”. These are very powerful ascension tools which you should carry with you.

Miracle Mineral Supplement  … pg 224
Start a complete MMS body detoxification program found at

www.mmsadvancedstudies.com  under “Beginner's Guide To MMS”. This is part of
the www.miraclemineral.org website. Purchase MMS from a supplier in your region
through a popular internet search engine. In order for the ascension frequencies to

flow effectively through you the body must be as pure as possible.
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CHANNELED MESSAGES:
Galactic Federation Messages

Check the www.treeofthegoldenlight.com website under the link “ET First Contact”
every few days for new messages from the Galactic Federation.

Matthew's Messages
Every month there is a new message from Matthew on the www.matthewbooks.com
website. Stay up to date on exactly what is happening here on Earth directly from

Heaven. Also read through old messages regularly.

Archangel Michael's Messages
Follow the monthly messages from Archangel Michael on the www.ronnastar.com

website under the “Michael's latest” link.

David Wilcock's Website
Visit David Wilcock's website regularly at www.divinecosmos.com  David Wilcox is one

of the most advanced ascension teachers on the Earth. His website will increase your
consciousness by leaps and bounds. Get to know David Wilcock's website thoroughly.
Please watch David Wilcock's free movie “The 2012 Enigma” found under the video's

link.
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